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ABSTRACT 
 

 

Title:  Role of the Type I IL-4 Receptor (Type I IL-4R) and Insulin Receptor 

Substrate (IRS)-2 in Allergic Lung Inflammation 

 
Preeta Dasgupta, Doctor of Philosophy candidate, 2011.  
 
 
Dissertation directed by: Achsah D. Keegan, PhD., Professor, Department of 

Microbiology and Immunology and Center for Vascular and Inflammatory Diseases, 

University of Maryland, Baltimore. 

 
 

TH2 cytokines, IL-4 and IL-13, play critical roles in allergic lung inflammation and drive 

alternative activation of macrophages (AAM). They signal through the Type I and Type II 

receptor (R) complexes. Although both cytokines share receptor subunits, they have 

differential roles in asthma pathogenesis: IL-4 regulates TH2 cell differentiation, while 

IL-13 regulates airway hyperreactivity and mucus production. IL-4 signaling through the 

Type I IL-4R predominantly activates Insulin Receptor Substrate (IRS)-2 and induces 

AAM gene expression in vitro; AAM can enhance allergic inflammation. The 

contributions of the Type I and Type II receptors in modulating features of airway 

inflammation in vivo, however, are unclear. We hypothesized that absence of signaling 

through the Type I IL-4R and IRS-2 would lead to reduced airway inflammation. Since 

TH2 differentiation plays a pivotal role in asthma, we first developed a mouse model of 

this disease using in vivo-primed T cells.  To test our hypothesis, we adoptively 

transferred wild-type OVA-primed CD4+ T cells into Rag2-/-, or gamma c (γc)
-/- mice, 



which lack the Type I IL-4R. Surprisingly, we found that γc
-/- mice developed increased 

lung inflammation and eosinophilia upon OVA challenge when compared to Rag2-/- 

mice. Lung epithelial cells in both mouse strains expressed AAM proteins FIZZ1 and 

YM1, while macrophages expressed only YM1. However, the number of FIZZ1+ or 

YM1+ airways was significantly higher in γc
-/- mice. In the γc deficient environment, 

CD4+ T cells produced greater quantities of TH2 cytokines and IFNγ. These results 

suggest that in absence of the Type I R, the Type II R can mediate allergic responses 

when WT TH2 effectors are provided. IFNγ can enhance established TH2 responses, 

explaining the exaggerated asthma phenotype seen in γc
-/- mice. Studies in IRS-2-/- mice 

demonstrated a negative regulatory role for this protein in allergic airway disease. These 

mice developed enhanced pulmonary inflammation with significantly increased 

recruitment of eosinophils and macrophages in comparison to WT mice. Additionally, 

increased AAM gene/protein expression was detected in macrophages lacking IRS-2 in 

vitro and in vivo. In conclusion, this study delineated the relative contribution of the Type 

I R versus the Type II R in asthma pathogenesis. 
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1. Introduction 

 
           Asthma is a complex disease that involves chronic inflammation of the respiratory 

tract leading to obstruction of airways. Asthma can be classified as atopic (allergic) or 

non-atopic (non-allergic). The prevalence of atopy and asthma has increased dramatically, 

in both adults and children, over the past few decades [1, 2]. The World Health 

Organization (WHO) estimates that as many as 300 million people are affected by this 

disease worldwide [1]. There is a disparity in the prevalence of asthma across the world, 

however, with developed countries having higher rates of asthma [3]. These differences 

may be attributed to differences in genetic make-up, lifestyle, environmental and 

medical-care factors.  

          Exposure to allergens, tobacco smoke or other molecules can trigger narrowing of 

airways and excessive production of mucus in asthma patients, who then develop 

intermittent episodes of wheezing, shortness of breath and coughing. Inhaled allergens 

activate epithelial cells, dendritic cells (DC), macrophages, basophils, mast cells and 

eosinophils. This causes priming of allergen-specific CD4+ T helper cells (TH2 cells), 

which then produce cytokines such as Interleukin-4 (IL-4), IL-13 and IL-5. These 

cytokines act on multiple cell types to initiate and propagate the characteristic symptoms 

of asthma mentioned above.  

           Mild to moderate forms of asthma can be controlled with medications that are 

currently available. Qucik-relief medications such as the short-acting bronchodilators 

cause rapid reversal of airway obstruction and relieve asthma symptoms promptly [4]. 

For long-term control of recurrent asthma sysmptoms, anti-inflammatory drugs (inhaled 

corticosteroids, leukotriene inhibitors, anti-IgE therapy etc.) and long-acting 
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bronchodilators are recommended [4]. Not all patients respond well to these therapies, 

however [5]. Severe asthmatics are often refractory to treatment [6, 7]. Moreover, these 

therapies suppress but do not cure asthma: asthma symptoms return and worsen, when 

treatment is stopped [8, 9]. Genetic differences in patients can also cause variability in 

drug responsiveness. 

           Therefore, better therapeutic interventions are required to combat the global 

epidemic of asthma. The IL-4 and IL-13 pathways are targets for developing therapeutic 

strategies due to their role in allergic disease. Thus, it is imperative to study the precise 

mechanisms that lead to development of disease symptoms and tease out the 

contributions of each of these pathways in asthma. 

 

1.1 TH2 cell differentiation 
 
           In the presence of its cognate peptide-MHC complex and IL-4, naïve CD4+ T cells 

differentiate into TH2 cells. Upon activation, these cells secrete the hallmark TH2 

cytokines IL-4, IL-5, IL-9, IL-13 and IL-25. It has been well established that TH2 cells 

are required for providing host defense against extracellular parasitic (especially 

helminthic) infections, but at the same time aberrant TH2 responses can lead to allergic 

inflammation and asthma. The initial source of IL-4 that is required for TH2 priming in 

vivo is still being debated. Basophils, mast cells and natural killer T (NKT) cells have 

been reported to secrete large quantities of IL-4 and induce TH2 responses in various 

models of allergy and helminth infection [10-13].  

             Signal Transducer and Activator of Transcription (STAT)-6 is a key transcription 

factor that is involved in TH2 differentiation. STAT6-deficient T cells cannot differentiate 
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into TH2 cells in vitro [14]. In addition, loss of STAT6 function blocks T cell proliferation 

and IL-4 induced gene expression [14, 15]. Recent studies have shown that STAT6 may 

not be required for in vivo differentiation, although it is required for stabilization of TH2 

cells and generating memory responses (reviewed in [16]). IL-4 signaling through the IL-

4R/STAT6 axis upregulates GATA3, the TH2 master transcription factor (reviewed in 

[17]). STAT6 activation is necessary and sufficient to induce GATA3 upregulation. The 

TH2 locus has many important GATA3 binding sites, including conserved noncoding 

sequence 1, in between the Il4 and Il13 genes, and conserved noncoding sequence 2, 

downstream of the Il4 coding region. Another transcription factor, STAT5- which is 

induced by IL-2 signaling- plays a critical role in TH2 differentiation in vitro. 

Neutralization of IL-2 prevented IL-4 production by TH2 cells; conversely the need for 

IL-2 can be bypassed by providing constitutively active STAT5. In fact, TH2 

differentiation is abolished in mice deficient in STAT5. In vivo, IL-2, IL-7 or thymic 

stromal lymphopoietin (TSLP) can induce STAT5 activation [7].  

                In addition to the cytokine milieu and presence of IL-4, TCR signal strength at 

the time of activation of naïve CD4+ T cells determines whether they will differentiate 

into TH2 cells. It is known that low signal strength favors TH2 development, whereas 

strong TCR engagement suppresses GATA3 expression and IL-2 signaling in vitro [16]. 

Moreover, robust Erk activation due to TCR signaling causes a reduction in GATA3 

mRNA induction. Preliminary studies suggest that TCR signal strength determines in vivo 

T cell activation as well. It has been demonstrated that mutations that reduce TCR 

signaling strongly bias T cell differentiation to the TH2 phenotype [18, 19]. Interestingly, 
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certain helminths have been shown to produce proteins that act on DCs to weaken their 

antigen presentation capacity to T cells (leading to weaker TCR stimulation) [20]. 

              Current literature suggests that in vivo TH2 differentiation is more complex and 

that certain signals may be missing when cells are differentiated in vitro (reviewed in [16, 

21]). TSLP, IL-25 and IL-1 family cytokines (IL-33) can be involved in induction and/or 

maintenance of the TH2 phenotype. Allergens and helminth products can induce lung 

epithelial cells to produce these cytokines, which can act on basophils, dendritic cells and 

non-B non-T cells to initiate TH2 responses. Epithelial cells, mast cells and basophils can 

produce TSLP. This cytokine acts directly on CD4+ T cells, inducing STAT5 activation 

[22]. TSLPR deficient mice fail to develop allergic responses to inhaled antigen due to 

defective TH2 differentiation; instead, they have more TH1 cells [23]. TSLP also acts on 

dendritic cells. It has been reported that TSLP induces DCs to prime naïve CD4+ T cells 

to become TH2 cells [24]. It does so by upregulating OX40L expression DC cell surfaces 

to prevent IL-12 production by these cells [25]. IL-25 is a member of the IL-17 family of 

cytokines and is secreted by TH2 cells. IL-25 can act directly on CD4+ T cells and in the 

presence of IL-4 it induces TH2 cell development [26]. Administration of rIL-25 in naïve 

mice induces IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13 production and activates other TH2 responses such as 

IgE induction, eosinophilia, epithelial cell hyperplasia, and mucus production [27]. 

Administration of IL-33 to naïve mice induces responses similar to IL-25 [28]. Moreover, 

IL-33 induces IL-4 production in basophils, promotes differentiation of alternatively 

activated macrophages, and activates mast cells (reviewed in [21]). The importance of IL-

1 family cytokines in TH2 differentiation is also evident from the observation that 
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activation of the inflammasome and caspase-1 is required for alum’s adjuvant activity and 

induction of pro-TH2 responses.  

           Both DCs and basophils play a role in T cell activation by antigen presentation to 

naïve T cells and secretion of cytokines [11, 20] [29]. Induction of TH2 responses by 

allergens such as papain occurs mainly due to the action of basophils, in the absence of 

DCs [11]. DCs have been shown, however, to be critical in inducing ovalbumin-alum 

(OVA/alum)-mediated TH2 responses in vivo. Studies have demonstrated that eosinophilic 

airway inflammation upon OVA challenge was suppressed when airway DCs were 

conditionally depleted, implying that DCs are essential for the development of asthma 

[30].                

 

1.2. Sources of IL-4 and IL-13 
 
           As mentioned above, TH2 cells are the major producers of IL-4 and IL-13. In 

addition to these cells, NKT cells and γ/δ T cells can also produce these cytokines. Akbari 

and colleagues have shown that NKT cells are capable of producing IL-4 and IL-13 and 

are required for inducing airway hyperreactivity (AHR) in an allergen-induced model of 

asthma [13]. Whether these cells play a role in human asthma is controversial; one group 

showed that large numbers of invariant NKT cells were present in the BAL in moderate 

to severe asthma patients [31], while another group claimed that these cells were present 

in very few numbers in asthma patients [32]. γ/δ T cells in mice infected with 

Nippostrongylus brasiliensis, have been reported to produce TH2 cytokines. In addition, 

CD8+ T cells can produce IL-4 under certain conditions [33]. 
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            Other cells such as macrophages, basophils, mast cells and eosinophils also 

secrete IL-4 and IL-13 in response to various stimuli. Allergen stimulation is known to 

induce secretion of these cytokines in alveolar macrophages. IL-4/13 also causes 

alternative activation of macrophages in an autocrine or paracrine fashion. Upon 

crosslinking of IgE and FcεRI, basophils produce large quantities of IL-4 in both mice 

and humans (reviewed in [34]). Activation of FcεRI independent pathways, by IL-3, LPS 

etc. can also induce IL-4 and IL-13 secretion. Basophils play a prominent role in allergy 

and asthma by inducing TH2 differentiation, enhancing IgE production and recruiting 

inflammatory cells such as eosinophils and neutrophils [11, 35].  Apart from basophils, 

stimulation of FcεRI or FcγRs on mast cells also led to IL-4 and IL-13 production in both 

mice and humans [36-38]. However, mast cells have been reported to produce more IL-

13 than IL-4.  

             Eosinophils contribute to TH2 immunity in many different ways (reviewed in 

[39]). Within tissues and lymph nodes, these cells secrete IL-4, IL-13 very early on and 

activate TH2 cells through their antigen presentation capacity [30]. Eosinophils have been 

reported to be the dominant source of IL-4 in helminth-infection models and in the 

airways of mice challenged with OVA. These cells also produce many chemokines that 

recruit TH2 cells and other cells to the site of inflammation, thus enhancing TH2 cytokine 

production.   

              

1.3. Receptor structure and signal transduction  
 
           There are two different types of IL-4 and IL-13 receptors- the Type I and Type II 

receptors (Figure 1). When IL-4 binds to the IL-4Rα chain, it recruits either the IL-2Rγ  
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the Type I &II IL-4/IL-13receptors. The Type 

I and II receptors share the IL4Rα chain. Upon ligand binding, γc and IL13Rα dimerize 

with IL4Rα to form a functional Type I or Type II receptor, respectively. IL-4 can bind to 

both receptors, whereas IL-13 binds to the Type II receptor only. 
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(common gamma (γc)) chain) to form the Type I receptor or IL-13Rα1 to form the Type II 

receptor. Both IL-4 and IL-13 bind to the Type II receptor. IL-13 binds only to the Type II 

receptor. Once the cytokines bind to their respective receptor, they induce a cascade of 

signaling events. 

1.3.1 Expression pattern and structure of the IL-4 and IL-13 receptors 

             IL-4 receptor complexes are expressed on many cell types and tissues including 

hematopoietic cells, endothelial and epithelial cells, fibroblasts, muscle, liver and brain 

tissues. High affinity cell surface receptors for IL-4 were first described in cells of the 

hematopoietic lineage [40, 41]. These receptors were expressed at varying levels in 

primary cells as well as cell lines of B and T cells, mast cells, myeloid and monocytic 

lineages. It was observed that even though in resting primary B and T cells and 

thymocytes very few IL-4 receptors were present (20-300 per cell), IL-4 was able to exert 

its effect with only a few molecules bound to the cell surface receptors. There was a 5-10 

fold increase in receptor expression, however, when these cells were activated with LPS 

or Concanavalin A (Con A) [40, 41]. Further, cell lines derived from 

monocyte/macrophage and mast cell lineages expressed between 1000 and 4000 

receptors per cell [40, 41]. Subsequently, Lowenthal and colleagues showed that IL-4 

receptors were also expressed by several non-hematopoietic cells including epithelial, 

endothelial and fibroblast cells [42].  They further demonstrated that the surface bound 

IL-4 was rapidly internalized via its high affinity receptor, similar to IL-1 and IL-2.  

             Most cells have either the Type I or Type II receptor complex, while some 

express both.  Two subunits of the IL-4 receptor complex were identified initially, the IL-

4Rα chain and the γc chain [43, 44]. Although IL-4Rα was widely expressed in different 
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cells, it was found that γc had a more restricted expression pattern. Cells of the 

hematopoietic lineage mainly express the γc chain [45, 46], while very low levels of γc 

mRNA were found in the heart, skeletal muscle and kidney [46]. The γc chain recognizes 

IL-4 complexed to the IL-4Rα chain and forms a heterodimeric receptor complex [47]. 

Association of γc with IL-4Rα leads to a modest increase (2.5 - 3 fold) in the binding 

affinity for IL-4, but is important for activation of downstream signaling [43]. Due to the 

limited tissue distribution of the γc subunit, the Type I receptor is mainly present on 

hematopoietic cells (T and B cells, macrophages, NK cells, eosinophils, basophils and 

mast cells) and can bind only IL-4. However, it is now known that cellular stress as well 

as proinflammatory cytokines such as IFNγ and TNFα can induce expression of γc 

mRNA and protein expression [48]. In addition, some human bronchial epithelial cell 

lines also produce this protein [49, 50]. Since the human and murine forms of γc are 

highly conserved (70%), human γc can functionally associate with murine IL-4Rα and 

human IL-4Rα with murine γc [43, 46]. However, there is less amino acid sequence 

identity (51%) between human and mouse IL-4Rα. IL-4 binding to the IL-4Rα subunit is 

species specific [51].  

            The ability of IL-4 to act on cells lacking γc suggested that other receptors can 

bind this cytokine.  Puri and colleagues demonstrated that IL-4 and IL-13 could bind to a 

second receptor complex, which did not utilize γc [52]. They found that T cells contained 

negligible levels of the IL-13R and monocytes and human B cells expressed low levels of 

this receptor (100-300 receptors/cell) [52]. However, renal carcinoma cell lines expressed 

large amounts of this receptor (5000-15,000 receptors/cell)[52]. It is now known that in 

addition to T cells, NK cells, basophils, mast cells and most mouse B cells have little or 
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no IL-13Rα1. Hilton et. al. then showed that IL-13 was able to bind to the IL-13Rα1 

chain with low affinity; IL-13Rα1 could associate with IL-4Rα to form a second receptor 

complex [53]. Thus the Type II receptor is expressed mainly in non-hematopoietic cells 

(such as epithelial and smooth muscle cells), with the exception of cells of the 

monocyte/macrophage lineage and human B cells, which can express both the receptors. 

The Type II receptor, unlike the Type I receptor, is responsive to both IL-4 and IL-13. 

Cloning and characterization of the human form of IL-13Rα1 showed that this protein 

was 74% identical to mouse IL-13Rα1 [54]. IL-13 binding to the IL-13Rα1 is not species 

specific.  

            IL-13 has also been reported to interact with a high affinity receptor component- 

the IL-13Rα2 chain- that contains a very short intracellular domain [55, 56]. IL-13Rα2 

mRNA expression was initially found in murine brain and spleen tissues as well as 

human brain, liver, lung and thymus [55]. A secreted form of this receptor also exists, 

which can be detected in the serum [57]. The functional significance of this chain is 

controversial; some data suggest that it may act as a decoy receptor for IL-13 and reduce 

IL-13 induced STAT6 activation [56, 58]. Another group demonstrated that IL-13 

signaling though the IL-13Rα2 induced TGFβ production in macrophages, in the 

presence of TNFα [59]. Blockade of IL-13Rα2 in vivo led to reduced TGFβ production 

and collagen deposition in bleomycin-induced lung fibrosis [50].  

 

1.3.2 Signal transduction 

            IL-4 or IL-13 binding to the Type I or Type II receptor activates certain receptor-

activated tyrosine kinases called Janus kinases (JAK).  Four members of this family have 
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been identified in mammals (JAK1-3 and TYK2). JAK1 is known to associate with IL-

4Rα, while JAK3 binds to γc [60, 61]. In certain cases, JAK2 has been found to dock to 

IL-4Rα [62]. On the other hand, IL-13 binding to IL-13Rα1 predominantly activates 

JAK2 and TYK2 [63], but not JAK3 [64]. Upon activation, the JAKs phosphorylate 

various tyrosine residues on the cytoplasmic tail of the IL-4Rα chain [65-69] (Figure 2). 

These phospho-tyrosine (pY) motifs are docking sites for various proteins and adaptor 

molecules that contain protein tyrosine binding (PTB) domains or Src homology 2 (SH2) 

domains. Studies using truncation and deletion mutants of the IL-4Rα chain have helped 

identify five conserved tyrosine residues- Y497, Y575, Y603, Y631 and Y713. The 

region between amino acid residues 437 and 557 is the docking site for Insulin Receptor 

Substrate (IRS) family of proteins and is important for IL-4-mediated proliferative 

responses [70]. Analyses of the C-terminal residues between aa557 and aa657 

(particularly Y575, Y603, and Y631; gene-regulation domain) have demonstrated that 

they are critical for binding and activating Signal Transducer and Activator of 

Transcription (STAT)-6 and result in activation of many IL-4 responsive genes [71, 72].  

The IRS2 Signaling pathway 
 
            IRS-2 is one of six large adaptor proteins that are involved in insulin, IGF-1 and 

certain cytokine receptor signaling (such as signaling through the IL-4 Type I 

receptor)[73-75].  Most hematopoietic cells express IRS-2 but not IRS-1, while other cell 

types can express either or both proteins. Transfection of IRS-2 in 32D cells, which do 

not express IRS proteins, revealed a role for IRS-2 in IL-4-induced cell growth [76]. This 

suggested that IRS-2 molecules link the IL-4R to signaling pathways involved in cellular 

proliferation. 
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Figure 2: IL-4 signaling through the Type I receptor. Signaling through the Type I 

receptor has two arms: the STAT6 and IRS-2 signaling pathways. Binding of IL-4 to the 

receptor activates STAT6, which then forms dimers, translocates into the nucleus and 

initiates transcription of various genes involved in AHR, eosinophilia, mucus production 

etc.  The IRS-2 pathway on the other hand recruits PI3K. Subsequent activation of AKT 

leads to cell survival and proliferation.                                                                                                               
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          IRS-2 (and other IRS proteins) has an N-terminal pleckstrin homology (PH) domain 

that binds to phospholipids on the cell membrane and a phosphotyrosine binding (PTB) 

domain that interacts with phosphotyrosine motifs (Figure 3). In addition, the carboxy 

terminus of IRS-2 contains numerous sites for tyrosine phosphorylation as well as 

serine/threonine phosphorylation 

             When the IL-4R is activated, IRS-2 binds to the conserved sequence 

LxxxxNPxYxSxP within the Insulin and IL-4 receptor (I4R) motif on the IL-4Rα chain 

[74] and is in turn phosphorylated (at tyrosine residues) by JAK1 and JAK3 (reviewed in 

[65]). These pY residues bind the SH2 domains of p85, the regulatory subunit of 

Phosphtidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3-K) and cause a conformational change in the catalytic 

subunit, p110. The SH2 and SH3 domains of p85 then interact with p110. 

Phosphorylation of Akt (also known as PKB) by p110 leads to activation of several 

proteins involved in cell growth, survival and cell cycle progression. Apart from binding 

to p85, IRS-2 can also bind SH2 domains on Grb-2 [77], a small adaptor protein. Grb-2 

then associates with a guanine nucleotide exchange factor, SOS through its SH3 domains. 

Grb-2/SOS signaling activates p21ras, which in turn activates the MAP kinase signaling 

cascade [65, 68, 78, 79]. Grb-2/SOS can also bind another protein, Shc- directly bound to 

the first pY residue on IL4Rα- without binding IRS-2 [65, 66, 68, 69]. However, IL-4 

mediated activation of the Ras/MAPK pathway depends on the cell type and the signaling 

proteins that are expressed in these cells. We and others have demonstrated that IL-4 fails 

to activate this pathway in many hematopoietic cells including macrophages and 

eosinophils, in spite of association of IRS-2 with Grb-2 (reviewed in [65]),[80]. IL-4 can 

activate this pathway under certain conditions [81, 82]. 
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Figure 3: Linear depiction of murine IRS-2 structure. IRS-2 consists of 2 N-terminal 

IRS homology domains- Pleckstrin Homology (PH) domain and Protein Tyrosine 

Binding (PTB) domain, shown here as white boxes. Various sites of tyrosine 

phosphorylation, with binding sites for PI3K (p85), Grb-2 and SHP-2 are also indicated.  
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The STAT6 pathway 
 
              STAT6 is the main STAT protein that is activated upon IL-4 or IL-13 stimulation. 

IL-4R engagement with either IL-4 or IL-13 causes activation of respective JAK proteins 

and phosphorylation of tyrosine residues on the cytoplasmic tail of IL-4Rα (reviewed in 

[65]). STAT6 is then recruited to the gene regulation domain and binds to pY575, 603 and 

631 through a conserved SH2 domain; STAT6 itself is phosphorylated at a C-Terminal 

tyrosine residue by the JAKs. Subsequently, the pSTAT6 molecule detaches from the 

receptor and forms a dimer with another pSTAT6 molecule. The pSTAT6 dimers 

translocate into the nucleus and bind to specific DNA sequences in the promoter regions 

of responsive genes. A conserved DNA sequence- TTC-N4-GAA (N4 dyad) - is 

recognized by STAT6. Once STAT6 is activated it increases expression of many IL-4 

responsive genes, including CD23, IL-4Rα, and MHC Class II [14, 71, 72].  Other 

transcription factors and co-activators (NFκB, C/EBPβ etc.) cooperate with STAT6 to 

induce transcription of genes. 

Negative regulation of IL-4/IL-13 signaling 
 
                Phosphorylation of tyrosine residues on receptor complexes and signaling 

proteins forms the basis of the JAK-STAT and IRS-2 signaling pathways activated by IL-

4 or IL-13. Protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTP) remove the phosphate groups from pY 

molecules and inhibit activation of these pathways. SHP-1 and SHP-2 are two 

phosphatases that have tandem SH2 domains in the N-terminal region and negatively 

regulate IL-4 and IL-13 signaling [83, 84]. The SH2-domains of SHP bind to the ITIM 

motif [I/V/L]xY(p)xx[I/V/L] present in cytoplasmic end of IL-4Rα (surrounding the fifth 

tyrosine, Y713) and dephosphorylates proteins [85, 86]. SHP-1 expression is mainly 
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restricted to hematopoietic cells, with low levels found in epithelial cells. SHP-2, on the 

other hand, is ubiquitously expressed. Another phosphatase, the SH2-domain-containing 

inositol 5'-phosphatase (SHIP) downregulates responses mediated by the IRS-2-PI3K 

pathway (reviewed in [65, 87]). SHIP can dock to multiple sites along IL-4Rα. SHIP 

phosphorylation was intact when the ITIM motif on the IL-4Rα was mutated [65].  

Moreover, IL-4 can mediate association of SHIP with Shc [88, 89].                 

            In addition to the PTPs, the suppressor of cytokine signaling (SOCS) proteins and 

the protein inhibitor of activated STAT (PIAS) family of proteins, negatively regulate the 

JAK-STAT pathway. IL-4 activates SOCS-1, SOCS-3 and CIS. These proteins inhibit IL-

4 responses by preventing downstream signaling proteins to bind to pY molecules on the 

IL-4R and also by targeting proteins to proteasomal degradation (reviewed in [87]). PIAS 

proteins inhibit STAT-mediated gene activation by either preventing STAT DNA binding 

or blocking their signaling functions. PIAS3 blocks STAT3 and STAT5, but no PIAS 

protein has been found for STAT6 [90].  

 

1.4 Differentiation of alternatively activated macrophages 
 
           Alternatively activated macrophages (AAM) are generated upon IL-4/IL-13 

stimulation, which causes them to obtain a phenotype different from classically activated 

macrophages (CAM), which produce IFNγ. AAM are unable to undergo respiratory burst 

and show reduced production of cytokines such as IL-8 and IL-1β (reviewed in [91]). IL-

4 treatment also enhances MHC Class II expression and induces macrophage fusion to 

form multinucleated giant cells. IL-4 and IL-13 also upregulates the expression of a set of 

genes and proteins distinctive from the ones induced by IFNγ [92]. AAM express 
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proteins such as Arginase 1 (Arg 1), found in inflammatory zone (FIZZ)-1-4 and some 

members of the chitinase family such as acidic mammalian chitinase (AMCase) and 

YM1/2. IL-4 and IL-13 can also induce expression of the same group of proteins in 

airway epithelial cells. In addition to being phenotypically different, the AAM were 

functionally distinct from the CAM. Several reports have shown that AAM protect the 

host against many parasitic pathogens and also decrease inflammation at the site of 

injury, reducing pathology (reviewed in [93]). They also play an important role in wound 

healing and tissue-repair processes. Moreover, both AAM and their products can be 

detected during asthmatic responses in mice and humans [94-96].  

                Studies have shown that AAM differentiation and gene/protein expression is 

dependent on the IL-4Rα chain and STAT6. Loss of STAT6 signaling caused a significant 

reduction in FIZZ1 and YM1 mRNA levels in bleomycin-induced lung fibrosis and 

allergic peritonitis models respectively [97, 98]. It has also been demonstrated that 

promoter regions of the Arg1, FIZZ1 and YM1 genes have STAT6 binding domains [98-

100]. Binding of both STAT6 and C/EBP to the promoter was required to get optimal 

FIZZ1 and Arg1 expression [99, 100].               

           There is cross talk between the IL-4/IL-13 pathways and other signaling pathways 

in macrophages. Apart from STAT6 and C/EBP, other transcription factors such as 

peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR) δ and γ are required for maturation of 

AAM and maximal gene expression [101, 102]. IL-33, a member of the IL-1 family of 

cytokines, can also enhance IL-13 induced alternative activation of macrophages in an 

allergen-induced asthma model in mice [103]. The authors also showed that IL-33 

amplified Arg1, Ym1 and chemokine production by AAMs in vitro [103].  
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1.4.1 AAM products 

Arginase family of proteins 
 
         Arginase is an enzyme that competes with inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) 

for L-arginine and converts it into ornithine and polyamines, in contrast to iNOS, which 

induces nitric oxide (NO) production [104]. There are two main isoforms of Arginase- 

Arg1 and Arg2. However, only Arg1 has STAT6 response elements in its promoter and 

can respond to TH2 cytokines [105]. However, both Arg1 and Arg2 mRNA have been 

reported to be upregulated during asthma; Arg1 was STAT6 dependent, but Arg2 was not 

[106]. Arg1 is mainly induced in murine macrophages. Although homologs exist, this 

protein is not expressed upon IL-4/IL-13 stimulation in AAM in humans [107]. 

        Arg1 expression has been detected in several mouse models of helminth infections 

as well as asthma ([104, 106, 108], reviewed in [109]). Several reports suggest that Arg1-

induced production of proline and polyamines leads to collagen synthesis and 

development of fibrosis [110]. These processes may be harmful in the context of asthma 

and allergic inflammation, but is required for wound healing [104]. Arg1 also helps 

protect against helminth infections by facilitating parasite killing and reducing pathology 

associated with TH2 inflammation [111, 112]. Arg1 expression in macrophages 

suppresses TH2 type inflammation and fibrosis in Schistosoma infected Arg1 conditional 

knockout mice [112]. 

 

FIZZ/RELM family of proteins   
 
          Found in inflammatory zone (FIZZ) proteins are a family of proteins secreted by 

AAM (reviewed in [109]). They are also named as Resistin- like molecule (RELM) 
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because of the sequence similarity with resistin, a protein that is secreted by adipocytes. 

Four different sub-types of FIZZ proteins have been reported in the literature- FIZZ1-4. 

All these proteins have highly conserved C-terminal cysteine residues, which determine 

their tertiary structure. Murine FIZZ1, which is secreted by both AAM and epithelial 

cells, does not have a homolog in humans. Human resistin, however, is more closely 

related to mouse FIZZ1 when compared to mouse resistin. FIZZ2 is present in both mice 

and humans and is mainly expressed in the gut and lung [100, 113]. Much less is known 

about FIZZ3 and FIZZ4. FIZZ1 and FIZZ3 are also hypothesized to play a role in insulin 

resistance and Type 2 diabetes. 

         Of the four isoforms, FIZZ1 is most widely expressed. FIZZ1 was originally 

discovered in the bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) fluid in a mouse model of asthma [94]. 

Elevated levels of FIZZ1 mRNA have since been detected in parasite infection models 

[109, 114], allergic lung inflammation [94, 98, 100], etc. FIZZ1 has been reported to 

induce smooth muscle proliferation and actin and collagen deposition, causing fibrosis 

[115]. Similar to Arg1, FIZZ1 also has a protective role in helminth pathogenesis [114]. 

FIZZ1-/- mice infected with either S. mansoni or Nippostrongylus brasiliensis displayed 

significantly increased granulomatous inflammation together with fibrosis in the liver and 

severe lung pathology, respectively [114]. 

 

Chitinase-like mammalian proteins 
 
       In addition to the Arginase and FIZZ family members, AAM also produce chitinase-

like proteins. Chitin, a polymer of N-acetlyglucosamine, is present in helminths, fungi, 

crustaceans and other lower organisms, and is the substrate for the enzyme chitinase. One 
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such protein is acidic mammalian chitinase (AMCase), which is expressed in the stomach 

and to a lesser extent in the lung [116]. Other members of this family in rodents include 

YM1, YM2 and breast regression protein (BRP)-39. These proteins lack chitinase 

activity. YM1/2 lack human homologs [107]; however AMCase [117] and YKL-40 (the 

human equivalent of BRP-39) are expressed [118].  

       Induction of chitinase-like mammalian proteins is a characteristic feature of helminth 

infection as well as asthma and other inflammatory diseases [118, 119]. It is hypothesized 

that chitinases bind and degrade chitin present in the cuticles of helminths. Although 

YM1 lacks chitinase function, it can bind to saccharides with a free amine group (such as 

heparin or N-glucoseamine). Therefore, it has been postulated that YM1 may be involved 

in worm egg degradation and tissue repair [120]. However, these proteins may have 

detrimental effects in asthma. AMCase has been reported to induce allergic lung 

inflammation [117]. YM1 can recruit eosinophils to the site of inflammation [121] and 

has also been implicated in tissue remodeling and fibrosis [122].  

Chemokines 
 
         IL-4 stimulation in mouse macrophages induces CCL2 (Monocyte Chemotactic 

Protein- MCP-1) secretion. CCL2 binds to CCR2, a chemokine receptor that is mainly 

expressed on monocytes and T cells. In humans, IL-4 stimulates production of CCL13, 

CCL14, CCL17, CCL18, CCL22 and CCL24 (reviewed in [91]). These chemokines 

attract cells that express chemokine receptors CCR1-4 to the site of inflammation. CCR1 

has an expression pattern similar to CCR2; whereas CCR3 is expressed on TH2 cells, 

eosinophils and basophils. CCR4 is present only on TH2 cells. 
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         CCL13 is the human ortholog of CCL2. Both these chemoattractants play an 

important role in TH2 responses such as asthma and parasitic diseases. They can activate 

eosinophils, block accumulation of IL-12 mRNA and induce chemotaxis in monocytes, T 

cells, eosinophils and basophils.  

 

1.5 Contribution of IL-4/IL-13 signaling to asthma pathogenesis 
 
              TH2 cytokines such as IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13 are central mediators of allergy and 

asthma. These cytokines act on multiple cells types to initiate and propagate hallmark 

features of asthma such as pulmonary inflammation, eosinophilia, mucus hypersecretion 

and periodic narrowing of airways leading to airway hyperreactivity [123-129]. 

Experiments with mice deficient in these cytokines and studies in asthma patients have 

confirmed these findings [130-132]. Also, the fact that TH2 cells are required in this 

disease setting has been demonstrated by using IL-4-/- mice and adoptive transfer studies 

[125, 128, 130, 133].   

              In addition to being important for TH2 differentiation, IL-4 induces expression of 

MHC Class II in resting B cells and also causes antibody class switching from IgM to IgE 

and IgG1 in mice (reviewed in [65]). Treatment with anti-IL-4 antibody blocks both 

primary and secondary IgE responses in vivo, when administered at the time of antigenic 

challenge [134]. IL-4 also activates mast cells. This cytokine enhances surface expression 

of FcεRI, the high affinity receptor for IgE [135]. Binding of IgE to FcεRI causes 

crosslinking of the cytoplasmic Fc domain of this receptor and triggers degranulation 

(release of mast cell granules). This process causes rapid release of many inflammatory 

mediators such as histamine, leukotrienes and prostaglandins (reviewed in [136]). 
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Histamine increases blood circulation and permeability of blood vessels, causing 

increased recruitment of inflammatory cells, including eosionophils, T cells, dendritic 

cells and monocytes. Leukotrienes and prostaglandins promote bronchoconstriction and 

stimulate epithelial cell induced mucus production. The importance of FcεRI in allergic 

responses has been demonstrated in studies using a soluble form of FcεRI and mice 

lacking the α chain of this receptor [137, 138]. In both cases IgE mediated allergic 

responses were abrogated. 

             Both IL-4 and IL-13 act on other hematopoietic cells such as macrophages and 

eosinophils. Action of these cytokines on immature macrophages causes them to 

differentiate into AAM, which then secrete many factors that can aggravate asthma 

responses, inducing eosinophilic inflammation, airway remodeling and fibrosis. It has 

been reported that, transgenic overexpression of IL-4 or IL-13 in mice causes 

eosinophilic inflammation in the lung [139, 140]. Both these cytokines have been shown 

to induce secretion of many mediators that recruit eosinophils. Diverse molecules such as 

lipid mediators (leukotrienes), bacterial products and chemokines (RANTES, MIP-1α, 

MCP and Eotaxins) can act as eosinophil chemoattractants.  Secretion of various eotaxins 

(eosinophil specific chemokines) by airway epithelial cells is mediated by IL-13 and to a 

lesser degree, by IL-4 [141, 142]. The role of AAM and eosinophils in asthma is 

discussed in more detail below. 

             IL-13 plays a critical role in eliciting epithelial mucus production and AHR. Both 

mucus production and AHR were completely blocked when IL-13 was neutralized (using 

antibodies against IL-13) in mouse models of allergic asthma [126, 127]. Moreover, 

administration of recombinant IL-13 into the airways was sufficient to induce AHR, 
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mucus production, recruitment of eosinophils into the BAL and increase total IgE levels 

in the serum [127]. Subsequently, Kuperman et. al. demonstrated that IL-13 acts directly 

on airway epithelial cells and elicits these symptoms [140]. IL-13 also drives fibrotic 

responses in the lung, activating fibroblasts, TGFβ production and collagen synthesis. 

Both IL-4 and IL-13, however, have been reported to stimulate bronchial smooth muscle 

cell proliferation [143].  

             It has been well established that IL-4 and IL-13 mediate allergic responses by 

signaling through IL-4Rα and STAT6. Polymorphisms in the Il4ra and Stat6 genes in 

humans have been linked to increased risk of asthma [144, 145]. Mice deficient in IL-

4Rα or STAT6 are protected against many forms of allergic diseases including allergic 

lung inflammation, food allergy, eosinophilic esophagitis and atopic dermatitis [123, 128, 

129, 146]. Conversely, expression of a constitutively active form of STAT6 in mice 

predisposes them to an allergic phenotype [147, 148]. IL-4 signaling through IL-4Rα and 

STAT6 is important for TH2 differentiation and for IgE class-switching in B cells [14, 

146]. Furthermore, mucus hypersecretion, goblet cell hyperplasia and airway 

hyperresponsiveness (AHR) were completely abolished in IL-4Rα
-/- or STAT6-/- mice 

[123, 126, 149]. Restoration of STAT6 expression only in epithelial cells was sufficient 

for IL-13 to mediate AHR and mucus production, but not inflammation or fibrosis [140]. 

IL-4Rα and STAT6 expression on both hematopoietic cells and lung resident cells 

cooperate together to induce inflammation and eosinophilia [129, 150].  

               The contribution of IRS-2 to allergy and asthma is not well understood. IRS2-/- 

mice demonstrated reduced T-cell proliferation and a defect in IL-4 and IL-5 production 

by TH2 cells in vitro as compared to T-cells from IRS2+/+ mice [151]. Moreover, 
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transgenic overexpression of IRS-2 in mice enhanced IgE production by B cells upon 

OVA/alum immunization in vivo [152]. Blaeser and colleagues developed and 

characterized mice expressing a mutation (Y500F) in the I4R region of the IL-4Rα, 

which serves as a docking site for IRS-2 and other signaling molecules like Shc, FRIP etc 

[153]. The authors reported that the Y500F mutation abrogated IRS-2 phosphorylation, 

but phosphorylation of Shc, FRIP and STAT6 remained intact. Surprisingly, the F500 

mutation in vivo was associated with enhanced IgE production, AHR, eosinophilia and 

mucus secretion, suggesting a negative regulatory role for this region of the IL-4Rα.               

1.5.1 Role of eosinophils 

            As mentioned above, eosinophils are closely associated with asthma pathogenesis. 

Increased numbers of eosinophils in the lung and other tissues in asthmatic patients 

usually correlate with disease severity and it is thought to be the central effector cell 

involved in airway inflammation (reviewed in [154]). IL-5 plays an important role in 

eosinophil development, proliferation and survival in the bone marrow. It is also required 

for release of eosinophils and their progenitors from the bone marrow into peripheral 

circulation [155]. Recruitment of eosinophils to the peribronchial regions of the lung is 

mediated by secretion of various eotaxins (eotaxin 1, 2 and 3) by airway epithelial cells 

upon IL-4/IL-13 stimulation. Moreover, IL-5 and the eotaxins cooperate to induce tissue 

eosinophilia. Priming of eosinophils by IL-5 caused enhanced responsiveness to eotaxin 

[156]. Eotaxins mediate their activity by binding to the chemokine receptor CCR3, which 

is expressed mainly on eosinophils and basophils. Studies utilizing gene-deficient mice or 

neutralization of eotaxins and other chemokines (RANTES, MCPs) have demonstrated a 
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role for these molecules in eosinophil infiltration into the lung and AHR upon allergen 

challenge [157].   

                Release of granule-associated basic proteins, lipid mediators and reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) by eosinophils can damage the airway mucosa and associated 

nerves and may cause bronchoconstriction and mucus hypersecretion. Various 

eosinophilic granule components such as major basic protein (MBP) and eosinophilic 

cationic protein (ECP) have been implicated in this process. Eosinophil-depletion studies 

in mouse models of allergic lung inflammation, however, have yeilded contradictory 

results. One group showed that eosinophils are required for inducing both AHR and 

mucus production [158], while another group found that these features remained 

unaffected when eosinophils were depleted [159]. These discrepancies were attributed to 

differences in mouse strains and experimental procedures. There is no evidence to 

suggest that eosinophils or their products directly cause AHR in clinical asthma. In 

contrast, the role of eosinophils in airway remodeling is unambiguous. There was a 

significant reduction in peribronchial collagen deposition and airway smooth muscle 

thickening in eosinophil depleted (∆dbl-GATA1) mice [159]. Moreover, IL-5-deficient 

mice developed reduced airway eosinophilia, TGFβ production and lung remodeling 

upon repeated allergen inhalation, whereas airway fibrosis was increased in IL-5 

transgenic mice [160]. The contribution of eosinophils in airway remodeling has been 

demonstrated in humans as well. Treatment of asthma patients with anti-IL-5 antibodies 

led to a 50% decrease in bronchial eosinophils and significantly reduced collagen 

deposition and TGFβ secretion [161].  
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1.5.2 Role of AAM and their products in asthma pathogenesis 

        The contribution of AAM and their products in a TH2 inflammatory setting is 

controversial. In helminth infections, Arg1 and FIZZ1 are known to play an anti-

inflammatory role, by suppressing TH2 mediated inflammation and fibrosis [112, 114, 

162]. The functions of AAM in asthma have not been studied extensively and are still in 

question. Recent advances in this field, however, suggest that AAM play a role in 

exacerbating TH2 responses by inducing eosinophilic inflammation, tissue remodeling 

and fibrosis.  

        Several groups have investigated the role of arginase in allergic lung inflammation. 

It is known that Arg1 is expressed in the lungs of asthmatic patients as well as mice 

[163]. Arg1 blockade using specific inhibitors led to reduced AHR [163] and also 

decreased airway eosinophilia, goblet cell hyperplasia, AHR and lung fibrosis [164] in a 

mouse and guinea pig model of chronic asthma, respectively. Since macrophages as well 

as epithelial cells can express Arg1, however, it is not clear which of these cell types are 

contributing to the asthma phenotype [163]. Using a bone marrow (BM) chimera 

approach, Niese et. al. reported that in spite of being the predominant source of Arg1,  

BM cells were not required to induce airway inflammation, AHR or collagen deposition 

[165].  

         Other AAM proteins such as chitinases have also been implicated in TH2 

inflammation. Zhu et. al. demonstrated that AMCase expression was greatly enhanced 

upon ovalbumin sensitization and challenge in mice and also in asthma patients [117]. In 

both species, epithelial cells as well as macrophages expressed AMCase mRNA and 

protein. The authors further showed that administration of anti-AMCase antibodies to 
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antigen-challenged or IL-13-transgenic mice led to a significant decrease in pulmonary 

inflammation, eosinophilia and AHR. Moreover, AMCase blockade also reduced 

secretion of IL-13-induced chemokines CCL2 (MCP-1), CCL8 (MCP-2) and CCL4 

(macrophage inflammatory protein- MIP-1β) in the lung [117]. Another chitinase-like 

protein BRP-39 was highly expressed in alveolar macrophages and epithelial cells in a 

murine model of allergic lung inflammation [118]. Mice deficient in BRP-39 elicited 

reduced antigen-specific TH2 responses including IL-13-induced tissue inflammation and 

fibrosis. In addition, recombinant BRP-39 was found to directly regulate alternative 

activation of macrophages [118]. Stimulation of peritoneal and alveolar macrophages 

with rBRP-39 in vitro led to enhanced Arg1 activity and mannose receptor expression 

[118]. The contribution of FIZZ1 and YM1 in asthma, however, is still unclear.  

1.5.3 Differential roles of IL-4 and IL-13 on features of allergic lung inflammation 

            Recent evidence suggests that even though IL-4 and IL-13 share receptor 

components and signaling proteins, and induce overlapping responses in vitro, they can 

elicit different functional responses in vivo. The molecular basis for this variation is not 

understood clearly, since both IL-4 and IL-13 use the Type II receptor complex. It has 

been postulated that differences in the relative abundance of the Type I or Type II 

receptor subunits in different cell types may be responsible for the differences in 

responses elicited by IL-4 versus IL-13. Certainly the presence or absence of individual 

receptor subunits and appropriate JAKs in each cell determines whether a cell can 

respond to IL-4 or IL-13. However, many of the cell types involved in the effector 

activities express the Type II receptor, which is activated by both IL-4 and IL-13. 
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Different signaling pathways utilized by IL-4 and IL-13 via the Type I and Type II Rs 

              One reason proposed for differential functions of these cytokines is the observed 

differences in the amounts of IL-4 and IL-13 produced in tissues during Type II 

inflammation. Various reports have shown that IL-13 is secreted by a large number of 

cell types and in much greater quantities than IL-4 during TH2 responses in both asthma 

patients [166] as well as mouse models of this disease [141]. Analysis of the binding 

affinities of the Type I and Type II receptors with their respective ligands, however, have 

shown that the relative amounts of each cytokine may not account for the functional 

differences between IL-4 and IL-13. LaPorte and colleagues have shown that although 

IL-4 binding to the IL-4Rα chain occurs with high affinity, complex formation of IL-4: 

IL-4R α with γC or IL-13Rα1 is quite unstable and inefficient [167]. On the other hand, 

IL-13 binds to IL-13Rα1 with low affinity, but the interaction of IL-13: IL-13Rα1 with 

IL-4Rα is more favorable and stable. As a result even at very low concentrations, IL-4 is 

able to mediate efficient and rapid STAT6 phosphorylation via Type I and Type II 

receptors, while cells have to be stimulated with much higher concentrations of IL-13 and 

for a longer time to obtain similar responses via the Type II receptor. Since the IL-4 

bound complexes are less stable, LaPorte et. al. proposed that when expression of 

receptor chains in cells become limiting, IL-4 responses would be limited, while IL-13 

responses would be dominant.  

              Experiments using transgenic overexpression of large quantities of IL-4 or IL-

13, however, still showed differences in the pathophysiology elicted by these two 

cytokines [139][168]. These results suggest that there are real signaling differences 

between IL-4 and IL-13. We previously demonstrated that IL-4 signaling through the 
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Type I receptor induced robust tyrosine phosphorylation of IRS-2 [80]. This was in 

contrast to IL-4/IL-13 signaling through the Type II receptor, which resulted in weaker 

tyrosine phosphorylation of IRS-2. 

Differential functions of IL-4 and IL-13 in allergic lung inflammation  
 
            In both humans and mice, IL-4 and IL-13 signaling through the Type I and Type II 

Rs have differential roles in asthma pathogenesis (Figure 4).  TH2 cell differentiation and 

proliferation is primarily mediated by IL-4 [14]. Since most T cells lack the Type II 

receptor, they are unresponsive to IL-13. In addition, IgE secretion by B cells in mice is 

dependent on IL-4 as well. Unlike mice, human B cells express IL-13Rα1 and also 

respond to IL-13. Other hematopoietic cells like mast cells, have only the Type I receptor 

and respond to IL-4 alone. Eosinophils on the other hand, express both the Type I and 

Type II receptors. We have shown that IL-4, but not IL-13, can enhance chemotaxis of 

eosinophils to eotaxin 1 in vitro through the Type I receptor (Heller and Keegan, 

unpublished). IL-4 also preferentially induces robust AAM gene expression, while IL-13 

does so only weakly [80, 141, 169]. IL-13, on the other hand, is considered to be the main 

effector cytokine responsible for causing airway hyperresponsiveness (AHR), excessive 

mucus production and lung fibrosis. IL-13 neutralization and overexpression studies have 

confirmed the above [126, 127][168]. 
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Figure 4: Responses initiated by IL-4 and IL-13 through the Type I and Type II 

receptors during allergic lung inflammation. Dendritic cells in the lungs initially take 

up inhaled allergens and the antigens are presented to naive T cells in the context of 

MHC Class II. In presence of IL-4, T cells differentiate into TH2 cells. These cells then 

secrete many cytokines, the most important ones being IL-4, IL-13 and IL-5. Since T 

cells and mast cells express only the Type I receptor, they mainly respond to IL-4. In 

human B cells, IL-4 or IL-13 induces antibody class switching, promoting IgE secretion. 

IL-4 is also known to activate mast cells. Crosslinking of IgE bound FcεRI molecules in 

activated mast cells causes mast cell degranulation, releasing histamine, leukotrienes and 

prostaglandins. Cells such as eosinophils and macrophages express both the Type I and 

Type II receptors and are responsive to IL-4 and IL-13. However, it is known that IL-4 

signaling through the Type I receptor is more efficient in inducing alternative activation 

of macrophages. AAM produce unique proteins such as Arg1 and YM1/2, which have 

been implicated in lung fibrosis and recruitment of eosinophils respectively. In contrast to 

most hematopoietic cells, lung epithelial, endothelial and smooth muscle cells express 

only the Type II receptor. IL-13 action through the Type II receptor on lung epithelial 

cells is mainly responsible for mucus hypersecretion, secretion of various chemokines 

and also airway hyperreactivity (AHR). All these responses lead to the pathophysiology 

of asthma including features such as difficulty in breathing, shortness of breath and 

wheezing, and in severe cases can lead to death.  
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1.6 Thesis Aims 
 
             Numerous studies over the last two decades have demonstrated the importance of 

IL-4 and IL-13 signaling in initiating and propagating various features of allergic lung 

inflammation. In spite of sharing receptor complexes, IL-4 and IL-13 mediate different 

functional responses in vivo. IL-4 regulates TH2 cell differentiation and IgE production by 

B cells, while IL-13 regulates AHR and excessive mucus production. The contributions 

of the Type I and Type II receptors in modulating specific features of airway 

inflammation in vivo, however, are unclear. While clearly important in TH2 

differentiation, the contribution of IL-4 signaling via the Type I receptor in mediating 

effector responses during asthma has not been studied. Studies in mice lacking the Type 

II R have shown that TH2 differentiation, IgE production and induction of pulmonary 

inflammation and eosinophilia were unaltered in these mice [141]. Therefore, we 

hypothesized that IL-4 signaling through the Type I R and activation of IRS-2 

enhances the severity of airway inflammation by recruiting eosinophils into the lung 

and inducing alternative activation of macrophages.  

              To test this hypothesis, we induced allergic lung inflammation in γc
-/- or IRS2-/- 

mice, using ovalbumin as the model allergen. Since γc is required for the formation of 

other cytokine receptors such as IL-2, IL-7, IL-9, IL-15 and IL-21, these mice lack T, B 

and NK cells. As T cells play a crucial role in asthma, we provided TH2 cells to γc
-/- mice 

exogenously. Most groups use in vitro-generated TH2 effectors for this purpose. There is 

evidence to suggest, however, that TH2 cell differentiation in vivo is quite complex and 

their phenotype may be different from TH2 cells activated in vitro (reviewed in [16]). 

Unlike in vitro TH2 differentiation, TSLP, IL-25 and IL-1 family cytokines (IL-33) have 
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been shown to be involved in induction or maintenance of the TH2 phenotype in vivo 

[16]. Inhaled allergens induce lung epithelial cells to produce these cytokines, which can 

act on basophils, dendritic cells and non-B non-T cells and initiate TH2 responses.  

           In order to avoid using in vitro T cell activation, we developed a transfer approach 

using in vivo-primed OVA-specific CD4+ T cells. In chapter 3, we tested the possibility 

of using either naïve or in vivo-primed OVA-specific CD4+ T cells isolated from mice on 

BALB/c background (DO11.10xRAG2-/- mice) and C57BL/6 background (OT-II mice). 

The ability of in vivo-primed T cells to induce allergic lung inflammation was then 

studied by adoptively transferring these cells into RAG2-/- (control) mice, STAT6xRAG2-

/- mice and IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice. We chose these mice for our study because earlier 

work by our group and others had demonstrated that airway inflammation, mucus 

hypersecretion, and eosinophilia were significantly reduced in STAT6-/- or IL-4Rα-/- mice 

[123, 129, 150]. This allowed us to test whether the in vivo-primed T cells would induce 

similar responses.                

            After developing the asthma model using in vivo-primed CD4+ T cells, we went 

on to test the central hypothesis of this study. The following specific aims were designed: 

AIM 1: To determine the role of the Type I IL-4R and γγγγc in asthma pathogenesis. 

            Using IL-13Rα1-/- mice, two groups have shown that mucus secretion, airway 

resistance, eotaxin production and lung fibrosis were completely dependent on the IL-

13Rα1 chain, and thus the Type II receptor [141, 169]. The authors found that TH2 cell 

differentiation, IgE secretion in response to T cell dependent antigens (such as 

ovalbumin) and recruitment of eosinophils and other inflammatory cells into the lungs 

occurred independently of IL-13Rα1 [141, 169]. In vitro experiments indicated that IL-4 
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signaling through the Type I IL-4 receptor induces significantly greater phosphorylation 

of IRS-2 and expression of AAM genes, when compared to IL-13 signaling through the 

Type II receptor [80]. Since both eosinophils and AAM products enhance asthma 

responses, we hypothesized that absence of Type I R would lead to reduced severity 

of airway inflammation. To assess the contribution of the Type I R in allergic lung 

inflammation, we adoptively transferred in vivo primed OVA-specific CD4+ T cells into 

B6.RAG2-/- (control) mice and γc
-/- mice (Chapter 4). The degree of hallmark asthma 

responses (such as pulmonary inflammation, eosinophilia, AAM protein expression etc.) 

to inhaled OVA exhibited in these mice was then analyzed.  

AIM 2: Contribution of the IRS-2 pathway to macrophage function and allergic 

lung inflammation. 

            The role of the IL-4/IL-13/STAT6 pathway in inducing asthma pathology has 

been studied in great detail. However, very little is known about the contribution of the 

IRS-2 pathway to these responses. T cells isolated from IRS2-/- mice were able to 

differentiate into TH2 cell in vitro [151]. However, these cells proliferated less and also 

secreted reduced amounts of IL-5 as compared to T-cells from IRS2+/+ mice. Our 

previous studies indicated that IL-4 activation of the Type I R resulted in enhanced IRS-2 

phosphorylation and also increased AAM gene expression, suggesting that the IRS-2 

pathway may be important for AAM differentiation [80]. Therefore, we hypothesized 

that IRS-2 activation would lead to increased AAM gene expression and 

manifestation of allergic lung disease symptoms.   In chapter 5, we analyzed the 

contribution of IRS-2 in inducing AAM gene expression in macrophages in vitro. To test 
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the role of IRS-2 in vivo, various features of allergic lung inflammation induced in WT 

and IRS-2-/- mice were evaluated.   
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CHAPTER 2: Materials and Methods 
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2.1  Mice 
 
Mice deficient in RAG2 (RAG2-/-) and DO11.10xRAG2-/- transgenic mice (containing 

TCRs specific for OVA peptide 323-339) on a BALB/c background were purchased from 

Taconic (Germantown, NY).  STAT6xRAG2-/- mice were generated by crossing STAT6-

/- mice and RAG2-/- mice [150]. The IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice were bred at Taconic under 

contract and then maintained at UMB. Both the STAT6xRAG2-/- and IL-4RαxRAG2-/- 

mice were on a BALB/c background. γcxRAG2-/- mice on a C57BL/6 background were 

obtained from Dr. Paul Antony and bred in the animal care facility at the University of 

Maryland, Baltimore (UMB). B6.RAG2-/- mice were purchased from Taconic; γc
-/- mice 

and B6.OT-II transgenic mice (containing TCRs specific for OVA peptide 323-339) were 

acquired from Jackson Labs and bred in house. All experimental procedures mentioned 

here were performed in accordance to the guidelines issued by the Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee at UMB. 

2.1.1. IRS-2 mice: B6;129-IRS-2 mice were cryorecovered at Jackson labs under 

contract. Two pairs of male and female IRS-2+/- mice were shipped to UMB and bred in 

house. The IRS-2 mice were backcrossed to the C57BL/6 background for 8-10 

generations, before being used for experiments. Since IRS-2-/- mice are infertile, this line 

was maintained by breeding IRS-2+/- males and females.  

IRS-2 genotyping  
 
IRS-2+/+, IRS-2+/- and IRS-2-/- mice in each litter were identified by genotyping, using 

primers and protocols recommended by Jackson Labs. The Neo and WT IRS-2 DNA 

present in tail samples obtained from each mouse were amplified directly by PCR using 
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the Terra PCR polymerase mix sold by Clontech (Mountain View, CA), according to the 

user manual provided. Following the PCR reaction, samples were treated with 20 ng/ml 

Proteinase K and run on a 1.5 % agarose gel containing 6% (v/v) EtBr. Presence of a 

single band of 550 bp identifies IRS-2+/+ mice, one band of 550 bp and another of ~700 

bp indicates IRS-2+/- mice, whereas the IRS-2-/- mice show a single band at 700 bp.  

Blood glucose measurement 
 
In addition to genotyping IRS-2 mice, blood glucose was measured at the time of 

weaning pups (3 weeks) and monitored every few days until used in experiments. A 

small incision was made in the tail of mice and a drop of blood was collected on a test 

strip attached to a glucose meter (One Touch). The blood glucose level displayed on the 

digital screen was noted. As reported earlier, IRS-2-/- mice had elevated levels of glucose 

in the blood starting at 6 weeks of age [170]. As these mice develop diabetes at 10-12 

weeks of age, mice older than 9 weeks were not used for experiments. Only mice with 

blood glucose levels less than 300 mg/dL (non-diabetic) were used.   

 

2.2. Asthma Protocol 

2.2.1 Generation and adoptive transfer of naïve or in vivo primed CD4 T cells 

DO11.10xRAG2-/- or OT-II mice were either used directly or immunized with 100 µg of 

chicken egg ovalbumin (OVA; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) adsorbed to aluminum 

hydroxide (alum; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) intraperitoneally (i.p). LN cells and 

splenocytes were harvested 10 days later to isolate naïve or in vivo primed T cells. These 

cells were treated with CD4 T cell negative selection-enrichment cocktail and CD4+ T 

cells were purified by column-free immunomagnetic separation (Stem Cell Technologies, 
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Vancouver, Canada). The CD4+ T cells were routinely >90% pure. Naïve or in vivo 

primed CD4+ T cells were injected intravenously (i.v.) via the tail vein in recipient mice 

(5x 106 cells/mouse) (Figure 5).  

2.2.2 Antigen sensitization and challenge 

Mice were sensitized and challenged with chicken egg ovalbumin using a modified 

protocol described by Wang et. al. [171] (Figure 5). Each mouse was immunized with 

either 100 µg of OVA/alum or alum alone on day 1 and again on day 6. After the last 

sensitization step, mice were challenged with aerosolized PBS or 1% OVA in PBS for 40 

minutes each day on days 12 and 14.  

2.2.3 Evaluation of airway inflammation 

Mice were anaesthetized 48 hours after the last OVA challenge. Bronchial lavage was 

performed on each mouse by inserting a 1 mm tube into the trachea and flushing the 

lungs with 1 ml of PBS. The samples were centrifuged and the supernatant was used for 

cytokine analysis. The cellular component of the bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) was 

resuspended in PBS. Total cell counts were determined. Cytospin preparations of the 

cells were stained with Diff-Quick (Dade Behring, Newark, DE) and differential cell 

counts were performed as described earlier [129]. 

 

2.3 Media  

2.3.1 Complete RPMI 

Complete RPMI medium was prepared under sterile conditions by adding 10% (v/v) 

heat-inactivated Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS; Atlanta Biologicals), 1% Penicillin (100  
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Figure 5: Protocol for induction of Allergic Lung Inflammation  in mice. T cell 

receptor transgenic (D011.10x RAG2-/- or OT-II) mice with T cells specific for OVA 

were primed with OVA in alum intraperitonially. CD4+ T cells from these mice were 

purified by negative selection after 10 days and adoptively transferred into recipient 

mice. On days 1 & 6, mice were primed and boosted with OVA in Alum i.p. or with only 

alum as control. 6 days later, mice were challenged with nebulized OVA in PBS or only 

PBS as control. This step was repeated 48 hours later. Mice were sacrificed 2 days later 

and BAL fluid was collected to study the cells that were present around the airways and 

blood vessels. Lung tissue was harvested for histological studies. 
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U/ml)/Streptomycin (100 µg/ml)(Lonza) and 1% of 200mM L-Glutamine (Lonza) to 500 

ml of RPMI.   

2.3.2 Serum- free αMEM 

To 500 ml of αMEM medium, 2% L-Glutamine and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin was 

added to prepare serum-free αMEM medium. No FBS was added.                                       

2.3.3 Complete αMEM 

Complete αMEM medium was prepared by adding 10% FBS (v/v) to serum-free αMEM 

medium mentioned above. 

2.3.4 FACS Buffer 

Sterile PBS (1X) was supplemented with 3% heat-inactivated FBS and 0.1% (v/w) 

sodium azide. All the components were mixed well, filtered and store at 4°C. 

2.3.5 FACS Fix 

A 10% paraformaldehyde (Pfa) in PBS stock was prepared by heating the solution until 

clear. The solution was made up to pH7, filtered and stored at 4°C. A working solution of 

4% Pfa was prepared by diluting with FACS Buffer before use.  

 

2.4 In vivo proliferation assay  
 
BALB/c.RAG2-/- mice were adoptively transferred with ~2x106 naïve or in vivo primed 

CD4+ T cells from DO11.10xRAG2-/- mice on day 0 and immunized with OVA/alum on 

day 1. Mice were treated daily with BrdU diluted in PBS (1 mg/mouse) i.p for 3 days. 

Splenocytes were isolated from two mice each for the naïve or in vivo primed groups, 
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pooled together and stained with antibodies for CD4, KJ126, CD44 and BrdU. The cells 

were then analyzed by flow cytometry. A BrdU staining kit (BD Biosciences, San Jose, 

CA) was used for intracellular staining for BrdU.  

 

2.5 Splenocyte activation 
 
Splenocytes harvested from mice were stimulated either with plate bound anti-CD3 and 

anti-CD28 for 48h or with PMA (50 ng/ml) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and 

Ionomycin (1 µg/ml) (Sigma-Aldrich) for 6h in presence of Brefeldin A. Expression of 

cell surface activation markers such as CD44, CD62L and CD69 were monitored using 

flow cytometry.    

For detection of cytokines in the spleen after OVA priming or challenge, cells were 

cultured in complete RPMI medium supplemented with 20 U/ml of IL-2 (R&D Systems, 

Minneapolis, MN) in the presence or absence of PMA (20 ng/ml) and Ionomycin (1 

µg/ml) for 18 h. Cell culture supernatants were used to measure cytokine levels by 

ELISA. 

 

2.6 Lung histology and Immunohistochemistry 
 
Lung histology sections were prepared as described [129]. Briefly, mouse heart and lungs 

were perfused with 10-15 ml of PBS to remove red blood cells. Lung samples were 

immediately fixed with 10% formalin for 2 hours at room temperature and stored in 70% 

ethanol. The tissues were then processed, embedded in paraffin and sectioned. Next, the 

slides were deparaffinized and stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) or Periodic 

acid Schiff (PAS). For immunohistochemistry, slides were washed with PBS after 
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deparaffinization, and immersed in a solution of methanol and 0.3% H2O2 for 30 minutes 

to deplete endogenous peroxidase activity. Slides were stained with 1:100 dilution of rat 

anti-CD3 (Serotec, Raleigh, NC) followed by 1:200 dilution of biotinylated anti-rat 

mouse adsorbed antibodies (Vector Laboratories Inc. Burlingame, CA). For FIZZ1 and 

YM1 staining, sections were incubated first with 10% goat serum for 20 minutes, then 

stained with a 1:100 dilution of rabbit anti-mouse FIZZ1 (Abcam, Cambridge, MA) or 

1:100 dilution of rabbit anti-mouse YM1 (Stem Cell Technologies, Vancouver, Canada) 

followed by biotinylated anti-rabbit antibodies (1:200; Vector Laboratories Inc.). Finally, 

all slides were incubated with ABC Elite reagent (Vector Laboratories), developed in 3,3-

diaminobenzidine chromogen and counterstained with Mayer’s Hematoxylin.  

 

2.7 Assessment of Airway Remodeling 
 
Paraffin embedded lung sections were stained with Masson’s Trichrome stain to visualize 

collagen deposition (blue). Keratin and muscle fibers appear red. To quantify collagen, 

photomicrographs of Masson’s Trichrome stained lung sections (10X and 100X 

magnification) were obtained and evaluated using NIH Image J image analysis software 

[172] (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). Twenty airways/blood vessels were 

analyzed from each group of mice. Airway smooth muscle thickness was measured using 

H&E stained lung sections as described previously [173]. Briefly, photomicrographs of 

100X magnification H&E stained lung sections were taken. The thickness of the airway 

smooth muscle layer (transverse section) from the innermost aspect to the outermost 

aspect was measured at 3 different positions around each airway, using NIH Image J 

software.  An average of 30 airways was used for each group. n=3 mice in each group. 
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2.8 Western blot and densitometry analysis 
 
Total protein present in BAL fluid samples isolated from mice was quantified using a 

micro BCA protein assay kit (Pierce, Rockford, IL). Equal amounts of total BAL protein 

were run on a 10% or 18% polyacrylamide gel and transferred onto an Immobilon 

membrane (Millipore, Billerica, MA). The blots were blocked and incubated with 

antibodies for YM1 (StemCell Technologies) or FIZZ1 (Alpha Diagnostic International 

Inc., San Antonio, Texas). An anti-rabbit horseradish peroxidase-linked secondary 

antibody was used (GE Healthcare). Protein bands were detected using a 

chemiluminescence reagent (ECL; Denville Scientific Inc., Metuchen, NJ). To detect 

IRS-2 and STAT6, these proteins were first immunoprecipitated from cell lysates using 

antibodies against IRS-2 (Upstate/Millipore) or STAT6 (M-20, Santa Cruz) and run on a 

7.5% gel. Western blots were performed as described above for pIRS-2 (PY-20 ab) and 

pSTAT6, as well as total IRS-2 and STAT6. For densitometry analysis, shorter exposure 

films were scanned and the density of each band was analyzed with the NIH Image J 

software.   

 

2.9 Preparation of Lung Digests 
 
Lung tissue samples were harvested from mice 48 hours after the last challenge. The 

tissue was minced into small pieces and incubated with plain RPMI medium containing 

150 U/ml Collagenase Type IV (Worthington Biochemicals) and 10 U/ml DNase (Roche) 

for 1 hour at 37°C. The cell suspension was strained using a 100 µm cell strainer and 

centrifuged at 1400 rpm for 10 minutes. Cells were resuspended in RBC lysis buffer for 3 
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minutes and washed 1X with complete RPMI. Cells were spun, resuspended in complete 

medium and counted before use. 

  

2.10 Cytokine and chemokine analysis 
 
Cytokines and chemokines in the BAL fluid or cell culture supernatants were analyzed by 

using the SearchLight Multiplex array system (Pierce Thermo Scientific; now sold by 

Aushon Biosystems) or with individual ELISA kits for IL-4 (Pierce Thermo Scientific, 

Rockford, IL; BioLegend, San Diego, CA), IL-5, IL-13 and IFNγ (all from R&D 

Systems, Minneapolis, MN).  

 

2.11 FACS analysis 
 

2.11.1 Antibodies 

The following antibodies were used for flow cytometry: 

From BD Biosciences: anti-CD4-PE (clone GK1.5), anti-CD4-Alexa Fluor 647 (clone 

RM4-5), anti-CD4-FITC, anti-CD3-PE, anti-CD11b-PE, anti-OX40L-PE, anti-CD49b-

FITC, anti-CD11c-FITC, anti-F4/80- Alexa Fluor 647,anti-CD69-PerCP-Cy5.5, anti-IL-

4-PE (clone BVD4), anti-IL-5-PE. 

From eBioscience: anti-DO11.10 TCR-FITC (clone KJ126), anti-CD44-PerCP Cy5.5 

(clone IM7), anti-CD62L-PerCP-Cy5.5, anti-IL-13-PE, anti-IFNγ-APC. 

2.11.2 Surface staining  

Single cell suspensions of splenocytes or BAL cells were incubated with Fc Block 

(2.4G2, BD Biosciences) followed by staining with fluorochrome-conjugated antibodies 
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to surface markers. Cells left unstained or treated with isotype control antibodies were 

used as controls. Cells were washed twice with FACS buffer and analyzed directly or 

after fixing with 4% paraformaldehyde by flow cytometry using a FACS Calibur machine 

(Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ).  Data was analyzed by using FlowJo software 

(Treestar, CostaMesa, CA). 

2.11.3 Intra-cellular cytokine staining  

For measurement of intracellular cytokine staining ex vivo, splenocytes or lung cells were 

incubated with 1 µg/ml Brefeldin A (golgi stop; BD Biosciences) in complete RPMI 

medium for 4h at 37°C. After following the surface staining protocol mentioned above, 

cells were fixed and permeabilized using a BD Cytofix/Cytoperm kit (BD Biosciences), 

followed by staining with antibodies for intracellular proteins. After incubation with 

antibodies, cells were washed twice with Perm Wash Buffer and resuspended in FACS 

buffer before acquisition. 

 

2.12  BMM Prep 
 
Mice were sacrificed and arm and leg bones were collected, cleaned and placed in serum-

free α-MEM medium on ice. Bone marrow was harvested by flushing the bones with the 

same media with a 25G needle and cells were centrifuged at 1300 rpm for 10 mins at 

4°C. The cells were then resuspended in complete α-MEM medium and cultured at 37°C 

for 3 hours in a tissue culture grade 150 mm petri dish. After the incubation period, the 

plate was washed three times, the medium was collected and centrifuged at 1300 rpm for 

10 mins. Following this, the cell pellet was resuspended in complete medium and 

cultured overnight at 37°C to remove adherent cells. The next day, the plates were 
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washed with serum-free medium, the non-adherent cells were collected and subjected to 

RBC lysis treatment. Cells were then cultured in complete medium supplemented with 

MCSF (20 ng/ml) at 37°C for 10 days.  

 

2.13 Quantitative real-time PCR 
 
Real-Time PCR was performed as described in [80].  Briefly, total RNA was isolated 

from BMM cultures using the RNeasy kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) and DNA 

contamination was removed by DNase treatment. Complementary DNA (cDNA) was 

generated using the SuperScript™ III First Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen; now 

Life Technologies).  Real-Time PCR was performed with specific primer sets 

(Invitrogen) by methods previously described [174] on an Applied Biosystems Inc. 

7900HT machine.  Relative mRNA levels for specific genes are reported as fold 

induction over background levels detected in control samples, with hypoxanthine guanine 

phosphoribosyl transferase (HPRT) as the internal reference gene (2-∆∆Ct method [175]). 

2.13.1 Primers used: 

Primers were designed as described earlier [174].  

arginase-1: sense (5'-CAGAAGAATGGAAGAGTCAG-3') and antisense (5'CAGATAT 

GCAGGCAGGGAGTCACC-3'); FIZZ1 sense (5'-GGTCCCAGTGCATATGGATGAG 

ACCATAGA-3') antisense (5'-CACCTCTTCACTCGAGGGACAGTTGGCAGC-3'); 

Ym1, sense (5'CATGAGCAAGACTTGCGTGA C-3') and antisense (5'-GGTCCAAA 

CTTCCATCCTCCA-3'); mannose receptor, sense (5'GATATGAA GCCATGTACTC 

CTTACTGG-3') and antisense (5'-GGCAGAGGTGCAGTCTGCAT-3') and HPRT sense 
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(5'-GCTGACCTGCTGGATTACATTAA-3'); HPRT antisense (5'-TGATCATTACAGT 

AGCTCT TCAGTCTGA-3').  

 

2.14 Statistical Analysis 
 
Student two-tailed t test was used to compare the differences between two groups and to 

calculate the significance values. P values of ≤ 0.05 were considered statistically 

significant.   
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CHAPTER 3: Transfer of in vivo primed transgenic T cells supports allergic lung 

inflammation 
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3.1 Introduction 
 
             Adoptive transfer of wild type TH2 cells into mice is an effective tool to bypass 

the role of IL-4Rα, γc and STAT6 in TH2 cell differentiation, while allowing the study of 

these signaling molecules in the effector phase of asthma. Most groups use in vitro-

generated TH2 effectors for this purpose. However, this protocol involves several rounds 

of in vitro priming and expansion using large quantities of IL-4. Unlike in vitro TH2 

differentiation, in vivo TH2 priming appears to be regulated by many more factors. 

GATA3 and STAT5 are still required in vivo but, TH2 differentiation in certain helminth 

infections occurred independently of the IL-4/IL-4Ra/STAT6 pathway [16]. Recent 

research shows that TSLP, IL-25 and IL-1 family cytokines can be involved in induction 

or maintenance of the TH2 phenotype [16]. Moreover, low signal strength of TCR 

signaling is associated with a strong TH2 bias.   

             In order to develop an alternative approach to using in vitro T cell activation, we 

isolated OVA-specific CD4+ T cells from either unimmunized OVA transgenic 

(DO11.10xRAG2-/- or OT-II) mice for naïve CD4+ T cells or mice immunized with 

OVA/Alum to generate in vivo-primed CD4+ T cells. Previous dogma led to the 

assumption that it would be difficult to immunize TCR transgenic mice [176, 177] as T 

cells in these mice undergo reduced proliferation. Recent reports indicate, however, that it 

is possible to immunize TCR transgenic mice and that T cell proliferation and cytokine 

production are independent of each other [178, 179].  

             Apart from their role in T cell differentiation, IL-4Rα and STAT6 contribute to 

asthma pathogenesis as well. We showed previously that IL-4Rα expression on a 

population of CD11b+ cells contributed to the severity of lung inflammation and 
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eosinophil recruitment [129]. STAT6 is required for inducing allergen specific AHR and 

IgE production by B cells in the ovalbumin- induced asthma model. Although these 

signaling molecules have been studied extensively, there are conflicting reports in the 

literature regarding the roles of IL-4Rα and STAT6 in modulating specific features of 

airway inflammation. Some studies have shown that there was no eosinophil recruitment 

in STAT6-/- mice [128], while other groups, including us, contend that lung eosinophilia 

and inflammation are only partially dependent on STAT6 [123, 150]. 

               IL-4 and IL-13 can also promote differentiation of alternatively activated 

macrophages (AAM) (reviewed in [109, 180]). During Type II inflammation, AAMs as 

well as epithelial cells produce Arg1, chitinase- like mammalian proteins (like YM1) and 

FIZZ proteins. Elevated levels of FIZZ1 and YM1 mRNA or protein have been detected 

in parasite infection models [109, 114], allergic lung inflammation [94, 98, 100], allergic 

peritonitis [98], bleomycin-induced lung fibrosis [97] and hypoxia-induced pulmonary 

hypertension [181]. Loss of STAT6 signaling results in a significant reduction in FIZZ1 

and YM1 mRNA levels in different model systems [97, 98]. The effect of IL-4Rα or 

STAT6 on FIZZ1/YM1 protein induction in an asthma model, however, has not yet been 

studied.  

               The goal of this section of this dissertation was to determine if transfer of in 

vivo-primed OVA-specific CD4+ T cells into mice could support allergic lung 

inflammation using ovalbumin as the model allergen. We also examined whether transfer 

of in vivo-primed T cells into mice deficient in IL-4Rα and STAT6 would lead to 

attenuated allergic responses, using this experimental approach. Finally, we investigated 
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if FIZZ1 and YM1 protein expression was dependent on IL-4Rα and STAT6 in our 

asthma model.  

 

3.2 Results 

Activation and proliferation status of naïve versus in vivo primed T cells 

           It has been suggested that TH2 differentiation in vivo is quite complex [16]. These 

cells may not be functionally identical to TH2 cells primed in vitro. Thus, we tested the 

possibility of using either naïve or in vivo-primed CD4+ DO11.10+ T cells for our asthma 

model. First, we determined if the in vivo-primed T cells were capable of secreting more 

TH2 cytokines as a result of OVA/Alum immunization of D011.10xRAG2-/- mice. 

Splenocytes isolated from either unimmunized (naïve) or immunized D011.10xRAG2-/- 

mice were stimulated with PMA and Ionomycin and secretion of IL-4 into the cell culture 

supernatant was measured by ELISA. We found that just one round of priming with 

OVA/Alum was sufficient to induce robust secretion of TH2 cytokines, IL-4 and IL-5 

(Figure 6). The amount of IL-4 and IL-5 produced by cells isolated from immunized mice 

(14.2 ng/ml and 4.67 ng/ml respectively) was significantly higher than that of naïve cells 

(0.17 ng/ml and 0.07 ng/ml). Thus, the in vivo-primed T cells were skewed towards a TH2 

phenotype. 

            Next, we compared the ability of the naïve and in vivo-primed CD4+ T cells to be 

activated upon OVA/Alum priming. Since differentiation of CD4+ T cells is often 

accompanied by cell proliferation, we also monitored T cell proliferation using 5-bromo-

2-deoxyuridine (BrdU) incorporation. In order to test this, we transferred naïve or in vivo-

primed T cells into STAT6xRAG2-/- mice by tail vein injection, followed by  
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Figure 6: Cytokine production by unimmunized and OVA/Alum immunized 

DO11.10xRAG2-/- mice. Splenocytes isolated from either naïve (unimmunized) or 

OVA/Alum-immunized D011.10xRAG2-/- mice were cultured in media containing 20 

U/ml IL-2 and were either stimulated with PMA/Ionomycin (PMA/Ion) or left untreated 

for 18h. IL-4 and IL-5 secretion into the cell culture supernatant was quantitated using 

ELISA. Data represented as concentration of cytokine ± SEM in ng/ml. n=3 for each 

group. * p<0.05. 
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immunization with OVA/Alum using the protocol shown in Figure 7A. One group of 

mice was injected with BrdU. Splenocytes were harvested on day 5 and analyzed by flow 

cytometry. We found that although the total number of splenocytes isolated from these 

two groups was similar (22.75x106 and 23x106 cells respectively; Table 1), the number of 

DO11.10+ CD4+ T cells in the in vivo-primed transfer group was double that of the naïve 

transfer group- 4.5% vs. 2.29% (Figure 7B); 587 cells vs. 267 cells (Table 1).  The 

percentage of naïve DO11.10+ CD4+ T cells that were proliferating, as measured by 

BrdU incorporation, however, was higher when compared to the in vivo primed 

DO11.10+ CD4+ T cells- 22% vs. 10% (Table 1). We also evaluated the expression of 

cell surface activation markers such as CD44 (hyaluronic acid receptor), by these cells. 

The majority of cells in both groups on day 5 were CD44hi, although expression of this 

protein was slightly higher in the group receiving in vivo-primed T cells (Figure 7B and 

Table 1). Interestingly, although only 10% of the CD4+ T cells in the primed T cell 

transfer group and 22% of these cells in the naïve T cell transfer group were BrdU+, 

CD44hi expression by these cells in the two groups of mice was 97% and 82% 

respectively.  This suggests that even cells that did not divide in both groups expressed 

high levels of CD44 and were activated.   

              Another set of STAT6xRAG2-/- mice that received either naïve or in vivo-primed 

DO11.10 T cells were immunized twice with OVA/Alum within a span of 1 week (Figure 

7A; similar to the antigen sensitization protocol used in the allergic lung inflammation 

experiments).  The activation status of the adoptively transferred T cells and the amount 

of IL-4 produced by these cells was monitored. The number of spleen cells recovered at 

this stage (day 12) from the naïve T cell transfer group was twice the number recovered 
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Figure 7: Comparison of proliferation and activation status of naive vs. in vivo 

primed T cells. (A) Schematic representation of the protocol used in this experiment. 

Briefly, 1.5x106 naïve or in vivo-primed CD4+ T cells were adoptively transferred into 

STAT6xRAG2-/- mice and primed with OVA/alum i.p. on day 1. One group of mice was 

treated daily with BrdU (1 mg/mouse) i.p for 3 days before harvesting spleens on day 5. 

Splenocytes were pooled together and total cell counts were recorded. Cells were stained 

with anitbodies to CD4, KJ126, CD44 and BrdU and flow cytometry was performed. 

Another group of mice, that didn’t receive BrdU were immunized with OVA/alum a 

second time on day 8. Four days later, splenocytes were harvested, counted and 

stimulated with PMA (50 ng/ml) and Ionomycin (1 µg/ml) for 6h. (B) BrdU and CD44 

expression in the CD4+ KJ126+ population in the naïve T cell or in vivo-primed T cell 

transfer groups are shown. (C) CD44 expression in the CD4+ KJ126+ population in naïve 

vs. in vivo primed T cell transfer groups on day 12 is shown. IL-4 production by naïve 

and in vivo primed DO11.10 CD4 T cells was measured by intracellular cytokine staining 

(ICS).  
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 Day 5 Day 12 

 
Total 
Splenocytes 

# CD4+ 
DO11.10+ 
lymphocytes 

% 
BrdU+ 

% 
CD44+ 

Total 
Splenocytes 

# 
CD4+DO11.10+ 
lymphocytes 

%CD44+ 

STAT6xRAG2 
+ primed CD4      
T cells 

23x106 cells 

 

587 cells 

 

10% 

 

96.9% 

 

157x106 
cells 

 

328 cells 

 

99.3% 

 

STAT6xRAG2 
+ Naïve CD4 
T cells 

22.75x106 
cells 

 

267 cells 

 

22% 

 

82% 

 

350x106 
cells 

 

629 cells 

 

99.5% 

 

 
 

Table 1: Comparison of cells present in mice receiving naive or in vivo primed CD4+ 

DO11.10+ T cells. Naïve or in vivo-primed CD4+ T cells were adoptively transferred 

into STAT6xRAG2-/- mice. Cell proliferation and activation studies were conducted 

using the protocol described in Figure 7 and materials and methods. Total splenocyte 

numbers were counted at the time when single cell suspensions were prepared from each 

mouse spleen. Other numbers/percentages were determined by FACS Analysis. 20,000 

events (splenocytes) were collected for each tube/analyte. Lymphocytes were gated based 

on forward and side scatter parameters. The CD4+ DO11.10+ population was gated 

based on double expression of CD4 and KJ126 by each cell.  Representative data from 

one of two experiments is shown. 
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from spleens of mice that had received in vivo-primed T cells (Table 1). Moreover, the 

percentages of naïve DO11.10+ CD4+ T cells (12.7%) in the spleen were also higher 

when compared to that of the in vivo-primed DO11.10+ CD4+ T cells (5.11%; Fig. 7B).  

This result correlates well with the BrdU incorporation data and indicates that naïve 

DO11.10+ CD4+ T cells proliferate more in a lymphopenic environment, which leads to 

greater accumulation of these cells in spleens of mice at a later time. This accumulation 

of T cells may be due to homeostatic proliferation. However, the percentage of cells 

expressing CD44 (>99%) and IL-4 (18.8% and 19.8%) was similar in both the naïve and 

in vivo-primed groups on day 12 (Table 1 and Figure 7C).  

            To ensure that in vivo-priming of CD4+ T cells did not vary with mouse genetic 

makeup, we looked at the activation status of cells isolated from B6.OT-II transgenic 

mice. Splenocytes isolated from either unimmunized or OVA/alum-immunized OT-II 

mice were cultured in vitro for 48 hours in the presence or absence of anti-CD3 and anti-

CD28. Expression of cell surface activation markers (CD44, CD62L and CD69) on 

OVA- specific CD4+ was monitored by flow cytometry. When cells were isolated from 

unimmunized mice and cultured in media only, the majority of the cells were CD44lo and 

CD62Lhi (Figure 8A). Upon OVA/alum immunization in mice, the percentage of 

CD44hi cells increased. Cells that were isolated from OVA/alum-immunized mice and 

stimulated in vitro showed the maximum upregulation of CD44 expression. In addition, 

CD62L expression was reduced and nearly 80% of the cells were CD69+. This shows 

that OVA/alum priming in OT-II mice was also inducing T cell activation.               

              Next, we determined if these activated T cells had a TH2 bias. As with the 

DO11.10 cells, immunization of OT-II mice with OVA/alum induced greater IL-4 and  
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Figure 8: Activation status of in vivo primed T cells from OT-II mice. (A) 

Splenocytes were isolated from unimmunized or OVA/alum-immunized OT-II transgenic 

mice and cultured in vitro in media alone or with anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 for 48 hours. 

Cells were stained with fluorochrome-conjugated antibodies and flow cytometry was 

performed. The OVA-specific T cells (CD4+Vα2+Vβ5+) were gated and expression of 

CD44, CD62L and CD69 was monitored. (B) Splenocytes isolated from unimmunized or 

immunized OT-II mice were cultured in presence or absence of PMA/Ionomycin for 18 

hours. ELISA was performed on cell culture supernatants. 
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IL-5 production by primed cells in comparison to naïve cells (Figure 8B). In contrast, 

IFNγ levels between the two groups were similar. These data suggest that the OVA-

specific T cells had a TH2 bias. It is generally accepted that T helper cytokine production 

is not an all or nothing phenomenon. Although IL-4 suppresses IFNγ, TH2 cells produce 

small quantities of this cytokine. The concentration of IFNγ (1 ng/ml) found in Figure 

8B, is much lower than that reported for TH1 cells (200-1000 ng/ml) [182, 183]. 

 

Effect of STAT6 and IL-4Rα on lung inflammation, eosinophilia and mucus production 

           Considering that naïve DO11.10+ CD4+ T cells were proliferating more in a 

lymphopenic environment and since we wanted to focus on the effector functions of IL-4 

and IL-13 rather than their role in priming naïve T cells, we chose the in vivo-primed 

DO11.10+ CD4+ T cells for all further experiments.  Several groups including ours have 

shown that IL-4 and IL-13 signaling through IL-4Rα and STAT6 plays an important role 

in inducing and exacerbating eosinophilic inflammation and mucus production in the 

lungs [123, 127-129, 145, 150]. Since some of these studies were conducted using in 

vitro generated TH2 effectors, we examined whether similar responses would be observed 

using in vivo-primed T cells. Furthermore, although similar studies have been conducted 

with STAT6-/- mice or IL-4Rα-/- mice alone [123, 128, 129], no direct comparisons 

between mice deficient in STAT6 or IL-4Rα have been made. To tease out the precise 

roles played by these signaling molecules, we conducted allergic inflammation studies on 

RAG2-/-, STAT6xRAG2-/- and IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice using our model of transferring in 

vivo-primed T cells (Figure 9A). The degree of airway inflammation, eosinophil 

recruitment and mucus production in the lungs was analyzed in the three groups of mice. 
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As reported earlier [123, 129], priming with alum alone did not induce eosinophilia and 

airway inflammation (Figure 9B) and served as a negative control. Upon enumerating the 

cellular composition in the BAL, we found that the total number of cells recovered from 

OVA-treated RAG2-/- mice was significantly higher (2.1x106 cells) than the number of 

cells recovered from OVA-treated STAT6xRAG2-/- and IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice (1.26x106 

and 0.9x106 cells respectively). (Figure 9B). Among the different cell types 

(macrophages, eosinophils, lymphocytes and neutrophils) found in the BAL, a 2-3 fold 

reduction in the numbers and percentages of eosinophils was seen in STAT6xRAG2-/- 

and IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice when compared to RAG2-/- mice challenged with OVA (Fig. 

9B). In each case, the numbers of eosinophils, macrophages and lymphocytes present in 

the OVA treated mice were greater than in the alum-treated mice (Figure 9B).  

              H&E stained lung sections of OVA treated RAG2-/- mice demonstrated severe 

lung inflammation (Fig. 9C, panel a) and most of the cellular infiltrate was composed of 

eosinophils (Fig. 9C, panel b). Multinucleated giant cells (MNGs) were also present in 

large numbers. In contrast, in absence of STAT6 and IL-4Rα only minor cuffing of the 

airways and blood vessels was observed (Figure 9C, panels d & g respectively). 

Eosinophil recruitment into the lung, although reduced, was not abolished completely in 

STAT6xRAG2-/- and IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice (Figure 9C, panels e & h respectively). PAS 

staining on the above lung sections indicated that mucus production by epithelial cells 

was fully dependent on STAT6 and IL-4Rα (Fig. 9C, panels c, f and i). This is not 

surprising as it known that mucus production is driven mainly by IL-13-mediated STAT6 

activation [126, 127, 141].            
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Figure 9: Degree of eosinophilia and inflammation in RAG2-/-, STAT6xRAG2-/- or 

IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice. The asthma protocol used in this study is depicted in (A). (B) 

The total number of cells (T), macrophages (M), eosinophils (E), lymphocytes (L) and 

polymorphoneutrophils (P) present in the BAL in RAG2-/-, STAT6xRAG2-/- and IL-

4RαxRAG2-/- mice are shown here. * (p < 0.05), represents statistically significant 

differences between the OVA- and Alum-treated mice in each group (C) H&E (panels a, 

d & g- 10X; panels b, e & h- 100X) and PAS (panels c, f & i- 10X) stained lung sections 

of mice mentioned above. Arrows point areas of inflammation. .  n=5 for Ova treated 

mice, n=3 for alum treated. Representative data from one of two experiments is shown. 
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             Taken together, these results suggest that in vivo primed CD4+ T cells induced 

robust allergic lung inflammation in mice. In this model, STAT6 and IL-4Rα expression 

were only partially required for inducing pulmonary inflammation and eosinophilia. 

 

Chemokine and cytokine profile in the BAL in presence or absence of STAT6 and IL-4Rα 

              IL-4 and IL-13 signaling can induce production of many chemokines by 

different cell types. Eotaxin-1 (CCL11) and Eotaxin-2 (CCL24) are eosinophil- 

chemoattractive proteins that are predominantly produced by epithelial cells in mice 

(reviewed in [184]), upon IL-4 or IL-13 stimulation [142, 185]. Previous studies have 

shown that induction of eotaxin, eotaxin 2 and TARC (CCL17) mRNA in the lungs of 

OVA-challenged mice was STAT6 dependent [128, 142]. Using our model of in vivo-

primed T cell transfer and OVA-induced allergic lung inflammation, we determined the 

quantities of eotaxin, TARC and mouse JE/CCL2 secreted into the BAL (Fig. 10).  We 

show that significantly elevated levels of eotaxin and TARC protein were found in 

RAG2-/- mice when compared to STAT6xRAG2-/- and IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice. A similar 

trend is seen in the case of JE/CCL2 production. Since eotaxin plays an important role in 

eosinophil trafficking, the reduced amount of eotaxin found in the BAL of 

STAT6xRAG2-/- and IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice may explain the lower numbers of 

eosinophils present around the airways in mice (Figure 8B).  

           As TH2 cytokines have been implicated in allergic lung inflammation, we 

evaluated IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13 secretion into the lungs and analyzed the contribution of 

STAT6 and IL-4Rα in this process, using our in vivo primed T cell model. Since we 
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provided WT OVA-specific T cells to all three groups of mice, these cells should be able 

to produce TH2 cytokines. We found similar levels of IL-4 and IL-13 in the BAL in both 

RAG2-/- and STAT6xRAG2-/- mice primed and challenged with OVA (Figure 10, bottom 

left). Significantly higher levels of IL-4 were found in the BAL of IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice, 

however, when compared to the other two groups (Figure 10). Although not significant, 

IL-13 levels in these mice followed a similar trend. It was reported that binding of IL-4 to 

the IL-4R complex induces internalization and uptake of the cytokine [42]. Thus, in mice 

deficient in IL-4Rα, absence of the IL-4R on cell surfaces may be preventing the 

internalization of IL-4 and IL-13, thereby increasing the concentration of these cytokines 

in the BAL. Other groups obtained similar results using antibodies against the IL-4Rα 

chain or IL-13Rα1 [141, 186]. 

               Increasing amounts of IL-5 were detected in the three mouse strains, with the 

lowest quantity of IL-5 present in the BAL of RAG2-/- mice, intermediate levels in 

STAT6xRAG2-/- mice and the highest in IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice (Fig. 10, bottom right). 

Studies have shown that when in vitro generated TH2 effectors were adoptively 

transferred into STAT6-/- mice, there was a dramatic increase in IL-5 levels in the BAL 

[128]. The authors speculated that this difference was due to decreased consumption of 

IL-5 by eosinophils.  In our model also, we find that there is a correlation between the 

degree of eosinophilic inflammation in mice and the amount of IL-5 present in the BAL. 

Thus the lower levels of IL-5 found in the BAL fluid in RAG2-/- mice may be explained 

by increased consumption of this cytokine by eosinophils recruited into the lungs (seen in 

Fig. 8B). 
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Figure 10: Chemokine and cytokine production upon OVA priming and challenge 

in mice. Mice were subjected to the asthma protocol mentioned in Fig.4 and material and 

methods. Chemokine and cytokine levels in BAL samples from OVA primed and 

challenged RAG2-/-, STAT6xRAG2-/- and IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice were analyzed using a 

multiplex array system. Data are presented as mean chemokine or cytokine level in pg/ml 

± SEM. * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; + p<0.0001.  n=4 for RAG2-/- mice, n=3 each for 

STAT6xRAG2-/- or IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice. Representative data from one of three 

independent experiments is shown.  
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Effect of STAT6 and IL-4Rα on FIZZ1 and Ym1 protein expression 

              Liu et. al reported that induction of FIZZ1 transcripts was STAT6 dependent in a 

bleomycin-induced lung fibrosis model [97]. YM1 mRNA was also upregulated in a 

STAT6-dependent manner in a mouse model of allergic peritonitis [98]. The expression 

patterns of these AAM proteins by epithelial cells and macrophages, however, have not 

been investigated in allergic lung inflammation. Moreover, we have observed a 

disconnect between the amounts of FIZZ1 mRNA and protein produced by IL-4 

stimulated macrophages in vitro [80]. Thus, we examined the expression profile of FIZZ1 

and YM1 protein in our model and investigated the role of STAT6 and IL-4Rα in 

upregulation of these proteins. Serial lung sections from OVA sensitized and challenged 

RAG2-/-, STAT6xRAG2-/- and IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice were stained with antibodies 

against both YM1 and FIZZ1 by immunohistochemistry (Figure 11A). Lung epithelial 

cells in RAG2-/- mice stained strongly for FIZZ1 (Figure 11A, panel a & b) and YM1 

(panel c & d). Macrophages from these mice, however, were positive only for YM1 but 

not FIZZ1 (Figure 11B, panel a & b). Multinucleated giant cells present in the lungs of 

RAG2-/- mice also expressed YM1 (Figure 11C). In comparison, no FIZZ1 or YM1 

protein was produced by epithelial cells (Figure 11A, panel e-h and i-l) or macrophages 

(Figure 11B, panel c, d and e, f) in mice deficient in IL-4Rα or STAT6.   

               To quantify the amount of FIZZ1 and YM1 protein that was produced by each 

mouse strain, we analyzed the expression pattern of these proteins secreted into BAL 

fluid by western blotting. Total protein present in the BAL fluid samples from RAG2-/-, 

STAT6xRAG2-/- and IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice was first quantified; more total protein was  
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Figure 11: FIZZ1 and YM1 expression in the lung is dependent on STAT6 and IL-

4Rα. Allergic lung inflammation was induced in RAG2-/-, STAT6xRAG2-/- or IL-

4RαxRAG2-/- mice as described in Figure 3 and Materials and Methods. FIZZ1 and YM1 

expression was analyzed in serial sections of mouse lungs by immunohistochemistry. 

Photomicrographs of FIZZ1 and YM1 expression in epithelial cells (A) and macrophages 

(B) in representative lung sections are shown. (C) YM1 expression in multinucleate giant 

cells (MNG) in RAG2-/- mice. Images in (B) and (C) are of 100X magnification.  n=4 for 

RAG2-/- mice, n=3 each for STAT6xRAG2-/- or IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice. Representative 

data from one of two experiments is shown. 
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recovered from RAG2-/- BAL when compared to mice lacking STAT6 or IL-4Rα (data 

not shown). Generally, the amount of total protein present in BAL correlates with the 

degree of inflammation seen in mice. In order to compare the quantities of FIZZ1 and 

YM1 present in the different mouse strains, equal amounts of total BAL protein from 

RAG2-/-, STAT6xRAG2-/- and IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice were used. The BAL protein 

samples were resolved by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, transferred onto a 

membrane and probed with antibodies to YM1 or FIZZ1 (Figure 12A). Similar to the 

immunohistochemistry study, large amounts of FIZZ1 and YM1 were secreted into the 

BAL in RAG2-/- mice, but this was significantly reduced in the absence of STAT6 and 

IL-4Rα (Figure 12B). These results demonstrate that STAT6 activation through IL-4Rα 

signaling is required for expression of FIZZ1 protein in lung epithelial cells and YM1 

protein in macrophages and epithelial cells during allergic lung inflammation.  

 

Effect of STAT6 and IL-4Rα on airway remodeling 

                One characteristic feature of asthma is airway remodeling, which involves an 

increase in airway smooth muscle mass and enhanced collagen deposition. It has been 

reported that both eosinophils and AAM products such as FIZZ1 and YM1 can cause 

lung fibrosis and smooth muscle thickening [122, 159, 181, 187, 188]. Thus, we analyzed 

the amount of collagen deposition and airway smooth muscle thickness in RAG2-/-, 

STAT6xRAG2-/- and IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice. Masson’s Trichrome staining of 

representative lung sections from each mouse strain revealed that greater quantities of 

collagen (shown in blue) was present around the airways (Figure 13A, panel a) and blood 

vessels (panel d) in RAG2-/- mice, when compared with mice lacking STAT6 and IL-4Rα  
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Figure 12: Presence of FIZZ1 and YM1 protein in BAL fluid. BAL fluid samples 

from RAG2-/-, STAT6xRAG2-/- or IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice treated as described in Fig. 4 

were collected.  FIZZ1 and YM1 protein secreted into the BAL fluid in the three groups 

of mice was detected by western blotting (A). Equal amounts of total protein were loaded 

into every well. Each lane represents an individual mouse. Densitometry analysis was 

performed on the autoradiograms from each blot and the values are represented on a 

graph (B). Open bars represent densitometry values for FIZZ1, closed bars represent 

YM1. * p<0.01; # p<0.001. n=3 for each group.  
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(Figure 13A, panels b&c, e&f). Quantification of the collagen staining using image 

analysis software showed that the differences were significant (Figure 13B). Furthermore, 

the thickness of the smooth muscle layer around the airways (the transverse diameter) 

was also significantly reduced in absence of STAT6 and IL-4Rα (Fig. 13A and C). The 

airway smooth muscle layer was identified by H&E staining of lung sections (Fig. 13A, 

panels g-i) and the diameter of the muscle layer was measured at three different points in 

each airway examined, using Image J software [172, 173] (Figure 13C).  
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Figure 13: Reduced airway remodeling in mice deficient in STAT6 and IL-4R α. 

RAG2-/-, STAT6xRAG2-/- or IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice were subjected to the asthma 

protocol described in Fig.3. (A) Paraffin-embedded lung sections from each group of 

mice were stained with Masson’s Trichrome. Keratin and muscle fibers are stained in red, 

collagen in blue, cytoplasm in light red/pink and nuclei in black. Photomicrographs of 

collagen deposition around the airways (panels a-c) or blood vessels (panels d-f) were 

collected at 10X (panels a-f) and 100X (inset) magnification. Photomicrographs (100X) 

of the airway smooth muscle (ASM) layer in H&E stained lung sections from each mouse 

group is shown in panels g-i. Arrows depict the thickness of the ASM layer (transverse 

section). (B) The amount of collagen present in the lung was quantified using NIH Image 

J software. Data is represented as area of collagen (blue stain) ± SEM. # p<0.001. n=20 

airways/blood vessels per group. (C) The distance between the innermost aspect and 

outermost aspect of the smooth muscle was measured at 3 different positions around each 

airway, using NIH Image J software. Data is represented as airway smooth muscle 

thickness in µm ± SEM. * p<0.01. An average of 30 airways (10 airways/mouse) was 

used for each group. Representative data from one of two experiments is shown. 
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3.3 Discussion 
 
             In the past decade, research on IL-4 and IL-13 has substantially increased our 

understanding of their contribution to the pathophysiology of asthma. The extent to 

which the signaling pathways they activate play a role in airway inflammation and 

alternative activation of macrophages, however, have not yet been determined. In this 

study, we used STAT6 and IL-4Rα deficient mice on a RAG2-/- background to examine 

the role of the IL-4/IL-13 pathway in inducing the aforementioned features of allergic 

lung disease. Since TH2 cells are indispensable in this disease setting, we provided T cells 

exogenously. Previously, most groups used in vitro-generated TH2 effectors for this 

purpose [128, 129]. Here, we developed a model wherein in vivo-primed, OVA-specific 

CD4+ T cells were adoptively transferred into various recipient mice, followed by 

immunization and challenge with OVA. We examined whether naïve CD4+ T cells or in 

vivo-primed CD4+ T cells isolated from DO11.10x RAG2-/- would be more suitable for 

this asthma model. We found that in vivo-primed T cells proliferated less when compared 

to naïve T cells as suggested by the following results: i. lower levels of BrdU 

incorporation in cells; ii. the number of CD4+DO11.10+ cells recovered from 

lymphopenic mice was half of that recovered from the naïve T cell transfer group. The 

increased proliferation seen in the naïve T cell transfer group may be due to homeostatic 

proliferation. It has been demonstrated that naïve T cells from TCR-transgenic mice 

undergo slow homeostatic proliferation in lymphopenic mice, which is dependent on IL-7 

[189, 190]. 

             It has been proposed that entry into the cell cycle (i.e. cell proliferation) and 

clonal expansion is necessary for T cell differentiation [176, 177, 191]. Also, several 
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groups have shown that TCR-transgenic mice that have high frequency of antigen-

specific T cells show only weak proliferation upon TCR ligation and that the T cells 

become anergic or die of apoptosis [192, 193]. A study conducted by Laouar et. al. [178] 

and our studies have shown, however, that when T cells from TCR-transgenic mice were 

activated in vivo with specific peptide/antigen, these cells express cell surface activation 

markers such as CD44 and secrete effector cytokines, in spite of proliferating less (BrdU- 

cells were expressing high levels of CD44). Why these transgenic T cells showed reduced 

proliferation is unclear, but it is hypothesized that at high cell frequency, there may be 

increased competition for growth factors, limited access to peptide/MHC complexes and 

also limited lymphoid space for expansion. The other difference between our study and 

the ones where transgenic T cells became anergic/apoptotic is the method of 

immunization: we used ovalbumin complexed with an adjuvant (alum) instead of using 

the antigen alone as was done previously. Thus, our results clearly show that in vivo 

primed CD4+ T cells from DO11.10 transgenic mice can be used to induce the hallmark 

features of asthma (e.g. pulmonary inflammation, eosinophilia, mucus production etc.) in 

mice. This effect is not restricted to one transgenic mouse strain; similar results were 

obtained when OT-II mice were used. This suggests that OT-II transgenic mice can be 

immunized to obtain in vivo primed T cells as well. 

             In mice that lack STAT6 or IL-4Rα, TH2 cell differentiation is impaired but they 

have normal TH1 cell differentiation. In order to track the exogenous in vivo-primed T 

cells that we were transferred into these mice and to prevent interference of TH1 cells, we 

used STAT6 or IL-4Rα deficient mice on a RAG2-/- background for the asthma 

experiments. RAG2-/- mice were used as controls. Here, we tested the ability of in vivo-
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primed CD4+ T cells, as opposed to in vitro-generated TH2 effectors, to support allergic 

lung inflammation. We found that in the absence of STAT6 and IL-4Rα, mice developed 

less pulmonary inflammation, reduced perivascular and peribronchial cuffing and 

decreased eosinophilia than control mice. Mucus production in these mice was abrogated. 

This was expected since it has been shown conclusively that mucus production is 

dependent on STAT6 activation by IL-13 signaling [126, 127, 141]. Both STAT6xRAG2-

/- and IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice that were primed and challenged with OVA, however, were 

able to recruit significantly higher numbers of eosinophils when compared to alum 

primed mice. Thus, we show that STAT6 and IL-4Rα are only partially required for 

eosinophil recruitment to the lung. Our data concur with the observations of Kuperman 

et. al. [123], but is in apparent contradiction to those of Mathew et. al.[128]. Differences 

in the experimental set up may explain these discrepancies: we and Kuperman et. al. used 

two priming steps with OVA/Alum in the asthma protocol, which was omitted by the 

other group. Alum stimulates the innate immune system by activating the Nalp3 

inflammasome, leading to secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1β, IL-18 

and IL-33[194]. These cytokines play important roles in initiation and amplification of 

TH2 responses including TH2 cell proliferation and eosinophilia [21, 194]. Alum also 

induces production of IL-4 and IL-5 in T cells [195].  

               Eosinophil migration and recruitment into the lungs depend on several factors. 

IL-5 controls differentiation, activation and survival of eosinophils in the bone marrow 

and is essential for their mobilization into the lungs (reviewed in [154, 184]). Eosinophil 

migration into the lung is mediated by adhesion to the vascular endothelium via VCAM-1 

[196]. Eotaxin-1 (CCL11), Eotaxin-2 (CCL24) and other chemokines produced by airway 
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epithelial cells and macrophages upon IL-4 or IL-13 stimulation, recruit eosinophils into 

the airways [184]. In our studies, we show that eotaxin secretion in the BAL is markedly 

reduced in the absence of STAT6 or IL-4Rα. This might explain the lower levels of 

eosinophils present in the BAL in STAT6xRAG2-/- and IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice in 

comparison to RAG2-/- mice. In the absence of eotaxin, however, IL-5 may play a major 

role in recruitment of eosinophils in STAT6xRAG2-/- and IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice. The 

higher levels of IL-5 found in the BAL in these mice supports this conclusion. Other 

chemokines such as RANTES, Monocyte Chemoattractant Proteins (MCP) or 

Macrophage Inflammatory Protein (MIP)-1α could also play a role in this process.  

           In previous studies using WT and STAT6-/- mice, TH2 cytokine production was 

higher in WT mice in comparison to mice lacking STAT6 [123]. This is because STAT6 

is required for TH2 cell differentiation. Since we provided WT effector T cells to all the 

groups of mice, they were capable of producing TH2 cytokines. When we measured the 

amounts of IL-4 and IL-13 in the BAL in allergen-challenged mice, we found that 

significantly higher amounts of these cytokines were present in IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice 

than RAG2-/- and STAT6xRAG2-/- mice. Studies have shown that binding of IL-4 to the 

IL-4R complex induces internalization and uptake of this cytokine [42], analogous to that 

observed with binding of IL-2 to the IL2R complex [197, 198]. Moreover, other groups 

have found that IL-4 concentration in the BAL was significantly increased when 

antibodies against the IL-4Rα chain were injected into mice, compared to control mice 

[186]. Similarly, more IL-13 was found in the BAL in IL-13Rα1-/- mice [141]. Therefore, 

based on our findings and published literature we conclude that the absence of IL-4Rα on 
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cell surfaces may be preventing the internalization of IL-4 and IL-13, thus increasing the 

concentration of these cytokines in the BAL in IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice.  

           Our data also demonstrated that more IL-5 was secreted into the BAL when mice 

lacked STAT6 or the IL-4Rα chain. The higher concentration of IL-5 found in 

STAT6xRAG2-/- mice in this model is consistent with the results reported by Mathew et. 

al.[128]. They observed that when in vitro-generated TH2 effectors were adoptively 

transferred into STAT6-/- mice, there was a dramatic increase in IL-5 secretion in the 

BAL [128]. The authors speculated that this difference was due to decreased 

consumption of IL-5 by eosinophils. In our model, since the STAT6xRAG2-/- and IL-

4RαxRAG2-/-mice have significantly lower levels of eosinophils in both the BAL and 

lung tissue, it is possible that the enhanced cytokine level in the BAL in these mice is due 

to reduced consumption. We did not see any significant differences in IFNγ levels in the 

three strains of mice. IL-17 is another cytokine that has been implicated in asthma in 

humans and mice (reviewed in [199]). In our asthma model, IL-17A levels in the BAL 

were below detection limits in all 3 mouse groups.  

            As our understanding of the roles of IL-4 and IL-13 increases, it is becoming clear 

that in addition to their action on T cells, B cells, eosinophils, epithelial cells, these 

cytokines can also stimulate macrophages such that they become alternatively activated. 

Instead of expressing iNOS like the classically activated macrophages, these cells 

produce proteins such as Arg1, FIZZ and YM1/2 among others (reviewed in [109, 180]). 

It has now been established that IL-4 and IL-13 can also induce expression of the same 

group of proteins in airway and alveolar epithelial cells. Stutz et. al. [100] demonstrated 

using the BMnot cell line that the FIZZ1 promoter contains functional binding sites for 
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STAT6 and C/EBP. They further showed that STAT6 and C/EBP cooperated together to 

induce optimal FIZZ1 expression. Welch et. al. [98] showed similar results for the YM1 

promoter region using epithelial and macrophage cell lines: YM1 has several STAT6-

binding sites in its promoter region. Additional studies have indicated that induction of 

FIZZ1 or YM1 transcripts are STAT6 dependent in bleomycin-induced lung fibrosis and 

allergic peritonitis model systems respectively [97, 98].  

           Our results show that FIZZ1 and YM1 protein expression is induced upon allergen 

challenge in RAG2-/- mice. We demonstrate for the first time in an allergic lung 

inflammation model that expression of these AAM proteins is completely dependent on 

signaling through IL-4Rα and STAT6. Furthermore, epithelial cells in control mice 

expressed both FIZZ1 and YM1, but macrophages expressed only YM1. This was 

surprising to us since we have shown previously that IL-4 induces a robust increase in 

FIZZ1 transcript levels in bone marrow macrophages (BMMs) within the first 6 hours of 

stimulation [80]. We failed to see FIZZ1 protein even when macrophages were 

stimulated with IL-4 in vitro for 48 hours. Macrophages infected with nematodes or 

Francisella tularensis, however, have been reported to express FIZZ1 protein [119]. The 

absence of this protein in macrophages in our studies could be due to decreased mRNA 

stability or posttranslational modification of the FIZZ1 mRNA, leading to its degradation. 

More studies are required to elucidate the molecular basis of this finding. 

           The functions of the AAM proteins in allergic lung inflammation and other 

diseases are still under debate and may differ depending on the disease setting and 

signaling pathways involved. FIZZ1 has been shown to have a protective effect in 

parasite infection studies. Two groups have shown independently that FIZZ1-/- mice 
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display significantly higher inflammation in the lung and liver, characterized by increased 

granuloma formation and extensive fibrosis when infected with Schistosoma mansoni or 

Nippostrongylus brasiliensis [109, 114]. It was demonstrated that FIZZ1 is required for 

worm expulsion and also for suppressing excessive TH2 inflammation. On the other hand, 

FIZZ1 has been implicated in exacerbating pulmonary inflammation, vascular 

remodeling, collagen and extracellular matrix deposition leading to fibrosis in hypoxia-

induced pulmonary hypertension and bleomycin-induced lung fibrosis models [181, 188]. 

It has been proposed that YM1 may be involved in worm egg degradation and tissue 

repair [120] and can also cause tissue remodeling [122]. More importantly, YM1 can act 

as an eosinophil chemoattractant [121, 200].            

             The reduced expression of FIZZ1 and YM1 in the absence of STAT6 or IL-4Rα 

may be functionally linked to the reduced inflammation and eosinophilia seen in 

STAT6xRAG2-/- and IL-4RαxRAG2-/- mice. Moreover, we found that there was a 

significant decrease in collagen deposition and airway smooth muscle thickness in mice 

lacking STAT6 and IL-4Rα. Enhanced inflammation and eosinophilia as well as AAM 

products can contribute to airway remodeling. Depletion of the eosinophils in humans 

and mice correlates with reduced deposition of collagen, extracellular matrix proteins and 

decreased smooth muscle mass [159, 161, 187, 201]. Studies in BRP-39-/- mice 

demonstrated that this protein was mainly expressed by AAM and epithelial cells [118]. 

These mice also developed less IL-13 induced tissue inflammation and fibrosis [118]. 

Based on these data and our earlier finding that IL-4 dramatically increases AAM gene 

expression in macrophages [80], we are inclined to think that elevated expression of 

AAM proteins including FIZZ1 and YM1 increases the  severity of lung pathology.   
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3.4 Conclusions 
 
           In summary, our data demonstrates that in vivo primed CD4+ T cells are able to 

support allergic lung inflammation. Moreover, STAT6 and IL-4Rα play a major role in a 

range of TH2 responses but the extent to which these signaling proteins control various 

aspects of allergic lung disease is variable. Our study establishes that STAT6 and IL-4Rα 

are necessary for FIZZ1 and YM1 protein induction but are only partially responsible for 

the recruitment of eosinophils and pulmonary inflammation. Further research is required 

to tease out the other pathways that are contributing to the severity of allergic lung 

inflammation. 
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CHAPTER 4: Role of the Type I IL-4R and γc in allergic lung inflammation 
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4.1 Introduction 
 
              Although IL-4 and IL-13 can elicit asthma pathology independently of each 

other, it is evident that they can have different effects in vivo [126, 127, 139, 202]. IL-4 is 

critical for TH2 cell differentiation and IgE synthesis, while IL-13 is mainly responsible 

for inducing airway hyperesponsiveness and mucus secretion. Although IL-4Rα and 

STAT6 play a major role in asthma (demonstrated in Chapter 3), activation of these 

proteins cannot account for the differences between IL-4 and IL-13 as both cytokines can 

activate STAT6. The reason for this separation of duties is not well understood; relative 

abundance and differential usage of receptor complexes and signaling pathways in 

different cell types, together with the greater quantities of IL-13 (than IL-4) produced 

during TH2 responses have been proposed to explain these observations (reviewed in 

[203]).  

               IL-4 alone, binds to the Type I R, but both IL-4 and IL-13 can signal through 

the Type II R. Scientists have just started studying the relative contribution of these 

receptor complexes to asthma pathophysiology. The unique contributions of the Type II 

receptor in allergic lung inflammation have been studied using IL-13Rα1-/- mice. It has 

been reported that mucus secretion, airway resistance, eotaxin production and induction 

of pro-fibrotic mediators such as TGFβ were completely dependent on the IL-13Rα1 

chain, and thus the Type II receptor [141, 169]. The authors showed, however, that TH2 

cell differentiation, IgE secretion in response to T cell dependent antigens (such as 

ovalbumin) and recruitment of eosinophils and other inflammatory cells into the lungs 

could occur independently of IL-13Rα1. In addition, DNA microarray analysis of cells 

isolated from allergen or IL-4 treated WT or IL-13Rα1-/- mice indicated that several 
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AAM genes were differentially regulated. Munitz et.al. showed that allergen- and IL-4-

induced Retnla expression levels were similar in both WT and IL-13Rα1-/- mice, but 

induction of chitinase (Chia) was completely dependent on IL-13Rα1 [141]. 

Interestingly, allergen-induced Arg1 expression required the Type II receptor, but IL-4 

induced Arg1 expression did not. Thus, it appears that IL-4 utilizes both the Type I and 

Type II receptors to stimulate AAM development in the lung. Our studies indicated that 

IL-4 induces significantly greater expression of AAM genes (FIZZ1, YM1 and Arg1) in 

vitro, when compared to IL-13 [80]. γc
-/- bone marrow macrophages expressed 

significantly lower levels of AAM transcripts when stimulated with IL-4; the IL-13 

response remained unaltered.   

              Mouse models of asthma and lung biopsies from human patients have indicated 

that IL-13 is present in much greater quantities when compared to IL-4 [141, 166], 

Therefore, IL-13 was considered to be the main effector cytokine involved in asthma. 

Recent binding affinity studies of the Type I or Type II receptor, however, have 

demonstrated that IL-4 is able to mediate efficient and rapid STAT6 phosphorylation via 

Type I and Type II receptors even at very low concentrations, while cells have to be 

stimulated with much higher concentrations of IL-13 and for a longer time to obtain 

similar responses via the Type II receptor [167]. 

              Since the above findings clearly demonstrated that IL-4 or IL-13 signaling 

through the Type II R is not required for mediating pulmonary inflammation and 

eosinophilia, and we showed that AAM differentiation is enhanced by the Type I R, we 

investigated whether the this receptor is responsible for inducing these responses in vivo. 

Thus, the goal of this section of my dissertation was to determine if mice lacking γc and 
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the Type I R would have reduced airway inflammation and eosinophilia upon allergen 

priming and challenge. We also examined whether absence of γc caused any alterations in 

AAM differentiation and expression of FIZZ1 and YM1 protein in the lung.  

 

4.2 Results 
 

Effect of γc deficiency on allergic lung inflammation  

             The results from the IL-13Rα1-/- studies showed that pulmonary inflammation, 

recruitment of eosinophils and expression of certain AAM genes (such as FIZZ1) could 

occur independently of the Type II R [141, 169], suggesting that the Type I R might be 

mediating these responses. Thus, we hypothesized that signaling through the Type I R 

would exacerbate allergic lung inflammation. To determine the contribution of the Type I 

R in inducing various features of allergic lung disease, we utilized γc
-/- mice. As γc is a 

component of other cytokine receptors such as IL-2R, IL-7R, IL-9R, IL-15R and IL-21R, 

these mice have very few T, B and NK cells [204]. Since T cells play a critical role in 

initiating and propagating various features of asthma, we provided in vivo-primed wild 

type (WT) OVA-specific T cells exogenously. These T cells expressed γc and could 

respond to IL-2 and IL-7, cytokines required for TH2 differentiation and T cell survival 

respectively. Using the protocol described in Chapter 3, we isolated in vivo-primed CD4+ 

T cells from OT-II transgenic mice and adoptively transferred them into RAG2-/- and γc
-/- 

mice. We then conducted allergic inflammation studies on these mice using ovalbumin 

priming and challenge (Figure 14A). After completion of the asthma protocol, mice were 

euthanized, bronchoalveolar lavage was performed and lung tissue was collected. Lung 

histology analysis revealed that RAG2-/- mice treated with alum developed little or no  
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Figure 14: Degree of eosinophilia and inflammation in RAG2-/- or γc-/- mice. The 

asthma protocol used in this study is depicted in (A). (B) H&E (panels a-d- 10X; panels 

e-h- 100X) and PAS (panels i-l- 10X) stained lung sections of B6.RAG2-/- and B6.γc-/- 

mice. Arrows point areas of inflammation. (C) The number of macrophages, eosinophils, 

lymphocytes and neutrophils present in the BAL are shown here. * p < 0.05. n=5 for 

Ova-treated mice, n=3 for alum treated. Representative data from one of three 

experiments is shown. 
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inflammation (Figure 14B panels a & e). PAS staining of the lung sections showed that 

the epithelial cells in these mice were also not producing any mucus (Figure 14B panel i). 

Immunization of RAG2-/- mice with OVA, on the other hand caused enhanced 

peribronchial and perivascular inflammation (Figure 14B panels b) and recruitment of 

eosinophils into the lung (panel f). Here the epithelial cells were PAS+ (panel j).   

Surprisingly, we found that absence of the γc chain in recipient mice led to increased lung 

inflammation and and eosinophilia even at baseline (alum treated group) (Figure 14B 

panels c & g). In stark contrast to the RAG2-/- alum group (panel i), the epithelial cells in 

this group were PAS+ and were producing mucus (panel k). Finally, when γc
-/- mice were 

treated with OVA there was massive influx of cells into the lungs (Figure 14B panel d); 

most of these cells were identified as eosinophils (panel h). There was mucus 

hypersecretion in these mice as well (panel l). Differential counts of BAL cells further 

demonstrated that OVA priming and challenge led to a significant increase in the number 

of eosiniophils in γc
-/- mice when compared to RAG2-/- mice (Figure 14C).  

              The differences in eosinophil counts in the BAL (Figure 14C) in the two mouse 

strains were recapitulated in the lung tissue. The number of eosinophils recruited to the 

airways and blood vessels in both alum- and OVA-primed and challenged γc
-/- mice were 

significantly increased in comparison to their RAG2-/- counterparts (Figure 15).  

              To rule out the possibility that small differences in the genetic background of 

these mice were causing the differences in allergic lung inflammation seen in these mice, 

we repeated the above experiment with RAG2-/- mice and γcxRAG2-/- mice. γc deficient 

mice on a RAG2 knock out background still developed significantly higher pulmonary 

inflammation and eosinophilia (Fig. 16 A & B).  
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Figure 15: Absence of γc causes enhanced eosinophil accumulation in the lung. Lung 

sections of Alum- or OVA-primed and challenged mice mentioned in Fig.1 were stained 

with H&E. Eosinophils and mononuclear cells in each lung section was counted and 

graphed. Number of cells around the airways (A) and blood vessels are shown. Open bars 

represent alum-treated mice; closed bars represent OVA-treated mice. Data represented 

as cell counts ± SEM.  HPF: high power field; 100X. * p<0.005. n=5 for Ova-treated 

mice, n=3 for alum-treated. Representative data from one of three experiments is shown. 
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Figure 16: γcxRAG2-/- mice also develop enhanced allergic lung inflammation. (A) 

H&E (10X and 100X) and PAS (10X) stained lung sections of RAG2-/- and γcxRAG2-/- 

mice are shown here. (B) The number of macrophages, eosinophils, lymphocytes and 

neutrophils present in the BAL in these mice are represented in the form of bar graphs. * 

p < 0.05. n=5 for Ova-treated mice, n=3 for alum-treated. Representative data from one 

of two experiments is shown. 
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            These results suggest that in the absence of γc and thus the Type I R, the Type II R 

can mediate allergic responses such as pulmonary inflammation, eosinophilia and mucus 

production. Moreover, deficiency of γc in cells other than T cells led to exaggerated 

asthma pathology.   

Effect of γc deficiency on FIZZ1 and YM1 protein expression 

               Gene expression profiling of lungs from allergen challenged IL-13Rα1 deficient 

mice had identified FIZZ1 upregulation as being completely independent of the Type II 

R; YM1 also was only partially dependent [141]. This suggests that the Type I R may 

contribute to AAM gene expression. Moreover, since both epithelial cells and 

macrophages express these markers, it was unclear which cell type was involved. We 

have previously found that bone marrow-derived macrophages (BMM) isolated from WT 

mice induced robust induction of FIZZ1 and YM1 transcripts when stimulated with IL-4 

in vitro [80]. In contrast, BMM from γc
-/- mice failed to induce AAM gene expression. 

Thus we examined if expression of FIZZ1 and YM1 protein was reduced when γc and the 

Type I R was absent.  

               To determine if macrophages or epithelial cells or both were producing FIZZ1 

and YM1, immunohistochemical staining was performed on serial lung sections from 

alum- or OVA-sensitized and challenged RAG2-/- and γc
-/- mice. No YM1 or FIZZ1 was 

detected in lung epithelial cells in RAG2-/- mice at baseline (alum-treated) (Figure 17A, 

panels a & e), but expression of these proteins was increased upon OVA treatment 

(Figure 4A, panels b & f). However, both alum- and OVA-treated γc
-/- epithelial cells 

stained strongly for YM1 and FIZZ1 (Figure 17A, panels c-d & g-h). Quantification of  
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Figure 17: FIZZ1 and YM1 expression in lung epithelial cells. Allergic lung 

inflammation was induced in RAG2-/-and γc-/- mice as mentioned in Fig. 1 and materials 

and methods. FIZZ1 and YM1 expression was analyzed in serial sections of mouse lungs 

by immunohistochemistry. Photomicrographs (40X magnification) of YM1 (panels a-d) 

and FIZZ1 (panels e-h) expression in epithelial cells in representative lung sections are 

shown. (B) The number of YM1+ or FIZZ1+ airways in each group of mice was counted. 

Data represented as number of airways ± SEM. * p<0.05, # (p<0.01) represents 

statistically significant differences between alum-treated RAG2-/-and γc-/- mice. n=5 for 

Ova-treated mice, n=3 for alum treated. Representative data from one of three 

experiments is shown. 
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YM1+ or FIZZ1+ airways in both mice showed a significant increase in the numbers of 

airways expressing these proteins in γc
-/- mice over RAG2-/- mice (Figure 17B).  

             Unlike epithelial cells, which expressed both YM1 and FIZZ1, macrophages 

expressed only YM1 (Figure 18A). Again, YM1 staining was absent in RAG2-/- mice 

immunized with alum, but was induced by OVA immunization (Figure 18A panels a & 

b). Both alum- and OVA-treated γc
-/- macrophages produced YM1 (Figure 18A c & d). In 

contrast to the epithelial cells, however, YM1 expression in γc
-/- macrophages was found 

to be less intense (light brown color, Figure 18A panels c & d) than macrophages present 

in RAG2-/- mice (dark brown color, Figure 18A panel b). This observation was confirmed 

by monitoring YM1 expression in macrophages by flow cytometry. BAL cells were 

stained with antibodies against CD11b and YM1 conjugated with a fluorescently labeled 

secondary antibody. Although the percentages of CD11b+YM1+ cells were similar in 

both groups of mice, the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of YM1 staining was reduced 

by half when these cells lacked γc (Figure 18B).    

            Taken together, these results indicate that in macrophages the Type I R partially 

regulates YM1 protein expression. Epithelial cells, which express only the Type II R, can 

still express both YM1 and FIZZ1. Moreover, deficiency of γc led to enhanced YM1 and 

FIZZ1 production in these cells.   

 

Cytokine production by control and γc deficient mice 

              Secretion of TH2 cytokines generally positively correlates with the degree of 

inflammation. Since γc deficient mice developed severe lung pathology, we assessed the 

amount of IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13 present in the BAL and produced by splenocytes. In the  
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Figure 18: FIZZ1 and YM1 expression in macrophages. Allergic lung disease was 

induced in Rag2-/- and γc-/- mice by priming and challenging with Alum or OVA/alum. 

Serial sections of mouse lungs were stained for FIZZ1 and YM1 by 

immunohistochemistry. Photomicrographs (100X magnification) of YM1 (panels a-d) 

and FIZZ1 (panels e-h) expression in macrophages in representative lung sections are 

shown. YM1+ macrophages are indicated by arrows. (B) BAL cells from Rag2-/- and γc-/- 

mice immunized and challenged with OVA were collected and analyzed by FACS. First, 

cells were labeled with a fluorochrome-conjugated antibody to CD11b. They were then 

stained with an antibody to YM1, followed by a secondary antibody conjugated to Alexa 

Fluor 647 (blue histogram). Secondary antibody staining alone was used as control (red 

histogram). Macrophages were gated based on forward by side scatter and then on 

CD11b expression. MFI= Mean Fluorescence Intensity of YM1 expression. n=5 for Ova-

treated mice, n=3 for alum treated. Representative data from one of three experiments is 

shown. 
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Figure 19: Cytokine production upon OVA priming and challenge in mice. Mice 

were subjected to the asthma protocol mentioned in Fig.1 and Material and Methods. 

Cytokine levels in BAL samples (A) from alum- or OVA-primed and challenged RAG2-/- 

and γc
-/- mice were analyzed. n=5 for OVA-treated groups, n=3 for alum-treated. (B) 

Splenocytes were isolated from RAG2-/- and γcxRAG2-/- mice 48h after the last OVA 

challenge and stimulated with 20 ng/ml PMA and 1µg/ml Ionomycin in presence of 20 

U/ml IL-2 for 18 h. Cytokine concentration in cell culture supernatants were measured by 

ELISA.  n=5 for Ova-treated mice, n=3 for alum treated. Representative data from one of 

two or three experiments is shown. 
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BAL, IL-13 levels were significantly greater in both alum- or OVA-treated γc
-/- mice in 

comparison to RAG2-/- mice (Figure 19A). γc deficiency also caused increased secretion 

IL-4 and IL-5, although these differences were not statistically significant. Along with the 

increase in TH2 cytokine levels, we observed a slight decrease in IFNγ secretion in the 

absence of γc. Cytokine secretion by stimulated splenocytes mirrored the BAL cytokine 

data (Figure 19B). Lack of γc in recipient mice led to a significant increase in IL-4 levels, 

with IL-5 following a similar trend; IFNγ production was also correspondingly decreased. 

Moreover, the ratio of IL-4 to IFNγ present in OVA treated γc
-/- mice were considerably 

higher (36.27 in the BAL and 0.72 in splenocytes) than RAG2-/- mice (0.61 in the BAL 

and 0.12 in splenocytes).  These data suggest that the absence γc causes a dramatic shift in 

the cytokine profile, leading to a heavy TH2 cytokine bias, even at baseline.  

 

Transfer of NK cells into γc deficient mice 

           As mentioned earlier, NK cells are absent in mice deficient in γc [204]. IL-4 

signaling through the Type I R induces IFNγ production by NK cells. Bream et. al. found 

that IL-4 synergistically enhanced a STAT6-dependent increase in IL-2 induced IFNγ 

production in NK cells in vitro [205]. Subsequently, Morris and colleagues demonstrated 

that in vivo IL-4 treatment, but not IL-13, in WT mice could also increase NK cell 

mediated IFNγ secretion [206]. It is well known that IFNγ can suppress TH2 cell 

differentiation and alleviate allergic responses.  

           Since reduced levels of IFNγ were found in γc
-/- mice, we investigated whether 

lack of NK cells in these mice was causing the enhanced allergic lung inflammation 

phenotype. To test this, we adoptively transferred WT CD49b+ (also known as DX5) NK  
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Figure 20: Transfer of NK cells does not reduce allergic lung inflammation. (A) 

Schematic representation of asthma protocol used in this study. Briefly, 5x106 CD4+ T 

cells were transferred into recipient mice in presence or absence of 1x106 WT or STAT6-/- 

NK cells. Mice were primed and challenged twice with OVA on the days indicated. After 

the last challenge, mice were euthanized and BAL fluid and tissue samples were 

collected. (B) The numbers and percentages of macrophages (Mac), eosinophils (Eos), 

lymphocytes (Lym) and neutrophils (PMN) present in the BAL in the different groups of 

mice are shown here. n=4 for each group. 
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cells into γcxRAG2-/- mice and subjected them to our asthma protocol. Another group of 

γcxRAG2-/- mice received STAT6-deficient NK cells, to confirm that IL-4 signaling was 

causing the IFNγ secretion. As observed previously, greater numbers of eosinophils were 

present in the BAL in γc
-/- mice upon OVA priming and challenge when compared to             

RAG2-/- mice (Figure 20 A & B). Transfer of WT or STAT6-/- NK cells into γc deficient 

mice, however, did not change the numbers or percentages of eosinophils significantly. 

            Next, we assessed the amounts of IFNγ secreted by the transferred CD49b+CD3- 

(NK) cells in the above groups of mice by intracellular cytokine staining. Surprisingly, 

we found that upon OVA-priming and challenge, RAG2-/- CD49b+ CD3- NK cells 

isolated from the spleen produced very little IFNγ, as did the transferred T cells which 

were identified as CD3+ and CD49b- (Figure 21, panel a). As expected, CD49b staining 

in splenocytes isolated from γcxRAG2-/- mice showed that NK cells were present in much 

lower numbers in these mice as compared to RAG2-/- mice (4.2% vs. 9.3%) (Figure 21, 

panel b) However, in spite of the reduced numbers, the CD49b+ cells produced 

significantly higher quantities of IFNγ. T cells also made large amounts of this cytokine. 

Transfer of WT NK cells into γcxRAG2-/- mice did not change this phenotype (Figure 21, 

panel c)- IFNγ levels in these mice were comparable to the γcxRAG2-/- mouse group that 

did not receive any NK cells (Fig. 21, panel b). Intriguingly, in mice that received STAT6 

deficient NK cells, both T cells and NK cells produced substantially more IFNγ (>50% as 

compared to 30% in groups b & c; Figure 21, panel d).  

           It is clear from these results that reduced IFNγ production by NK cells was not the 

reason for the enhanced allergic lung disease phenotype seen in mice deficient in γc. In     
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Figure 21: IFNγ secretion by T cells and NK cells in RAG2-/- and γc

-/- mice. 

Splenocytes were isolated from mice used in Figure 20 and were incubated ex vivo in 

presence of 1µg/ml Brefeldin A (golgi plug) for 4 hours. Cells were stained with 

antibodies against CD3 and CD49b and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde. Following this, 

intracellular cytokine staining was performed to detect IFNγ production by NK cells 

(CD49b+ CD3-) and T cells (CD3+ and CD49b-). Cells were first gated based on CD3 or 

CD49b expression. Percentages of IFNγ+ cells in each population are shown.  
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contrast to our expectations, NK cells and T cells in these mice were producing 

significantly greater amounts of IFNγ than control mice. 

 

Analysis of TH1, TH2, Treg and DC populations in RAG2-/- and 
γcxRAG2-/- mice 

         Since T cells and NK cells in the spleen of γcxRAG2-/- mice were found to produce 

more IFNγ, we confirmed if this was happening in the lung as well. The fact that cells 

were making more IFNγ- a TH1 cytokine that is normally antagonized by IL-4 and other 

TH2 cytokines- also suggested that there was dysregulated TH2 priming in the γc deficient 

environment. Therefore, we undertook a careful comparative analysis of TH2 and TH1 

cytokine production by CD4+ T cells present in the lung in both mouse groups. Lung 

samples were collected from OVA-primed and challenged RAG2-/- and γcxRAG2-/- mice. 

Lung digests were performed to isolate the cells present in the tissue.  Analysis of cells 

by flow cytometry revealed that similar to what was seen in the spleen, CD3+ CD49b- 

(T) cells in mice deficient in γc were producing greater quantities of IFNγ (33% vs. 9%, 

Figure 22A). CD49b staining in lung cells showed that although the numbers of NK cells 

were significantly reduced in γcxRAG2-/- mice (as reported), there was more IFNγ 

production at the single cell level (9.5% vs. 2.6%). Intracellular cytokine staining in 

CD4+ T cells in the lungs demonstrated that IL-5, IL-13 and IFNγ production was 

significantly higher in γcxRAG2-/- mice; IL-4 levels showed a similar trend (Figure 22B). 

More importantly, there was a 2-3 fold increase in the percentages of cells that were 

double expressors of IL-4 & IFNγ, IL-5 & IFNγ or IL-13 & IFNγ.   

            As we transferred a population of in vivo primed CD4+ T cells, there would be 

some CD4+ CD25+ regulatory T (Treg) cells in the mix. Since regulatory T cells can  
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Figure 22: Analysis of T cell, Treg, and DC subsets in RAG2-/- and γcxRAG2-/- mice. 

In vivo-primed CD4+ T cells were adoptively transferred into RAG2-/- and γcxRAG2-/- 

mice and sensitized and challenged with OVA/alum using the protocol mentioned in 

Materials and Methods. Lung samples were collected 48 h after the last challenge. Lung 

tissue from each mouse was digested with 150 U/ml Collagenase and 10 U/ml DNase for 

1 h at 37˚C. Cells present in the lung were isolated and incubated ex vivo in presence of 

Brefeldin A for 4 hours. Cell surface markers were stained with fluorescently-labeled 

antibodies. Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and intracellular cytokine staining 

was performed. (A) Lung cells were stained with CD3 and CD49b. IFNγ production by 

CD3+ CD49b- cells and CD3-CD49b+ cells in RAG2-/- and γcxRAG2-/- mice are shown. 

The numbers depict percentages of cells in each quadrant. (B) CD4+ T cells in the lungs 

were gated. Expression of IL-4 & IFNγ, IL-5 & IFNγ or IL-13 & IFNγ in these cells is 

graphed. (C) Regulatory T cells in the two groups of mice were identified as CD4+ 

CD25hi and Foxp3 expression (blue) in the gated cells is represented in the form of 

histograms. (D) Cells isolated from the lung digests were stained with CD11c and F4/80. 

The CD11c+ F4/80- cells were gated and expression of CD11b or OX40L on these cells 

was studied.  
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suppress TH2 and TH1 cell function, we evaluated if there was a decrease in the numbers 

of Tregs in mice lacking γc. We found, however, that both the number of CD4+ CD25+ 

cells and Foxp3 expression was greater in γcxRAG2-/- mice when compared to RAG2-/- 

mice (Fig. 22C).  

           Dendritic cells (DC) play an important role in T cell priming. They present the 

antigen in the context of MHC Class II to T cells (signal 1) and also provide 

costimulatory signals (signal 2) that lead to efficient activation of T cells. It has been 

reported that OX40L expression on DCs promotes TH2 differentiation [25]. Thus, we 

investigated whether there was any change in OX40L expression in DCs in γcxRAG2-/- 

mice. DCs in the lung were identified as CD11c+F4/80- (Figure 22D) and CD11b and 

OX40L expression in these cells were monitored. We found that although there was a 

reduction in the percentages of CD11c+ CD11b+ cells in γc deficient mice, OX40L 

expression was increased (Figure 22D). The enhanced OX40L levels in DCs in these 

mice correlate well with the increased TH2 cytokine production seen (Figure 22B).  

           Taken together, these results imply that enhanced allergic lung inflammation 

occurring in mice deficient in γc may be caused due to dysregulated T cell activation. The 

enhanced production of IL-4, IL-5, IL-13 and IFNγ by CD4+ T cells, and the alteration in 

OX40L expression on DCs in γcxRAG2-/- mice supports this conclusion. In fact, the 

enhanced TH2 cytokine production together with IFNγ may be exacerbating asthma 

responses in these mice.  
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4.3 Discussion  
 
         There is overwhelming evidence linking IL-4 and IL-13 signaling to asthma 

responses. Due to their importance in allergic diseases, these pathways are targets for developing 

better therapeutic strategies. Since IL-4 and IL-13 share receptor complexes, the exact 

contribution of the individual receptor complexes in inducing asthma pathophysiology is 

unclear. In this study, we used mice deficient in γc to elucidate the role of the Type I IL-4 

receptor.  

        In addition to lacking the Type I IL-4 receptor, the γc
-/- mice are also deficient in IL-

2R, IL-7R, IL-9R, IL-15R and IL-21R. IL-2 and IL-7 signaling play an important role in 

lymphocyte development and survival. It is well established that IL-2 acts as a growth 

factor for T cells in vitro (reviewed in [207] [208]), and IL-15 also can induce similar 

responses. Of all the γc dependent cytokines, however, IL-7 seems to be the most 

important for T and B cell development and homeostasis [207] [208]. IL-7 signals are 

critical for T cell development during the double negative stage (CD4-CD8-) in the 

thymus [207]. In B cells, lack of IL-7 signaling blocks B cell development beyond the 

pre-pro B cell stage [209]. The γc
-/- mice lack T and B cells, therefore, we used RAG2-/- 

mice as controls for all our experiments. Since CD4+ TH2 cells, and the cytokines they 

produce, are essential for initiation and propagation of allergic responses, we adoptively 

transferred WT in vivo-primed T cells from OT-II (OVA specific) transgenic mice. Since 

these transferred T cells express γc and thus, receptors for IL-2, IL-7 and IL-15, they can 

respond to these cytokines even in a γc deficient environment.  

          It was observed that mice lacking the Type II IL-4/IL-13 receptor (IL-13Rα1-/- 

mice) still developed pulmonary inflammation and eosinophlia upon allergen challenge 
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[141, 169]. Therefore, we hypothesized that IL-4 signals through the Type I R may be 

responsible for inducing these effects. However, our results show that sensitization and 

challenge with ovalbumin in both RAG2-/- and γc
-/- mice led to inflammation and 

eosinophilia in the lungs. Absence of γc caused no defect in these processes, suggesting 

that the Type I R is not absolutely required for mediating inflammatory responses and 

eosinophil recruitment into the lung. Instead, we found that γc deficiency significantly 

enhanced lung pathology even at baseline, which was further increased upon priming and 

challenge with OVA. It is likely that IL-5 and chemokines such as eotaxins 1 and 2, 

RANTES and MCPs are mediating eosinophil trafficking into the lung in this model. 

Studies have shown that IL-5 mobilizes eosinophils from blood circulation and primes 

them to respond to the eotaxins [184]. Eosinophils then enter the lung in response to a 

chemotactic gradient set up due to the secretion of chemokines by epithelial cells. 

Recently, Munitz and colleagues demonstrated that eotaxin production by epithelial cells 

was completely dependent on the Type II R (this is the only receptor expressed by these 

cells) [141]. Moreover, since we provided WT T cells to all mice, they were able to 

produce IL-5.  

            Analysis of cytokine production in the BAL and spleen showed elevated levels of 

IL-4 and IL-13 in mice lacking γc when compared to control mice. There was a trend for 

increased IL-5 secretion as well. The increase in TH2 cytokines in γc
-/- and γcxRAG2-/- 

mice was accompanied by a reduction in IFNγ levels. Calculation of the ratio of IL-4 to 

IFNγ present in these mice shows that there is a dramatic TH2 bias in γc
-/- mice. This 

cytokine profile correlates well with the enhanced asthma pathophysiology observed in 

these mice. Moreover, the excessive amounts of IL-4 and IL-13 present in γc deficient 
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mice, can set up a positive feedback loop by signaling through the Type II R and 

amplifying asthma responses.  

            Another hallmark feature of type 2 inflammation is the generation of AAM. 

Previous studies had indicated that gene expression of AAM products in the lung were 

differentially regulated by the Type I and Type II receptors- YM1 mRNA expression was 

partially dependent on IL-13Rα1, while FIZZ1 mRNA induction was completely 

independent of this chain [141]. Here we show that epithelial cells in both RAG2-/- and γc
-

/- mice were able to produce FIZZ1 and YM1, suggesting that induction of these proteins 

can occur independently of IL-4 signaling through the Type I R. We also observed that 

greater numbers of airways were YM1+ or FIZZ1+ in γc
-/- mice. This was a little 

surprising, as epithelial cells usually lack γc expression. It is possible however, that the 

increased levels of IL-4 and IL-13 present in these mice results in greater engagement of 

these cytokines with the Type II R on epithelial cells, thus enhancing YM1 and FIZZ1 

protein expression. Conversely, the decreased levels of IFNγ may be causing the 

enhanced TH2 responses seen in epithelial cells. IFNγ signaling in airway epithelial cells 

has been reported to suppress STAT6 activation [210].  

             Our group had shown earlier that, IL-4 induced robust AAM gene expression in 

BMM cells in vitro; while IL-13 was much less potent in inducing the same responses 

[80]. When macrophages lacked the γc chain and the Type I R, however, they no longer 

responded to IL-4, yet IL-13 responses were intact in these cells [80]. In this study, we 

investigated role of γc in inducing YM1 and FIZZ1 protein production in macrophages in 

vivo. Similar to the studies with our asthma model in the BALB/c background (mentioned 

in Chapter 3), we did not detect any FIZZ1 protein expression in macrophages in RAG2-/- 
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or γc
-/- mice on a C57BL/6 background. Immunohistochemistry and flow cytometry 

analyses, however, demonstrated that YM1 protein levels in macrophages were reduced 

by half in the absence of γc chain. Thus, it appears that the Type I and Type II R on 

macrophages contribute equally to AAM protein expression upon allergen challenge in 

vivo.  

            The enhanced TH2 responses and allergic lung inflammation occurring as a result 

of γc deficiency was puzzling. Since, the IL-9R, IL-15R and IL-21R are absent in γc
-/- 

mice, we evaluated the role of these pathways in allergic diseases. It has been reported 

that IL-9 can act on many cell types and induce various features of asthma in both mice 

and humans (reviewed in [211]). Although transgenic overexpression of IL-9 in mice led 

to pulmonary inflammation, collagen deposition and mast cell hyperplasia [212], studies 

in IL-9 deficient mice have shown that TH2 differentiation, eosinophilic inflammation, 

AHR, mucus and IgE production occurred normally [213]. Subsequently, it was shown 

that IL-9 was required for mast cell function and airway remodeling in a model of 

chronic asthma [214]. Importantly, these findings and other literature show a positive 

correlation between IL-9 and asthma pathogenesis. Thus, it is unlikely that the absence of 

IL-9 signaling in our model (which is mast cell-independent) is responsible for the 

enhanced allergic lung inflammation seen in γc
-/- mice.   IL-21 is a γc-dependent cytokine 

that is mainly produced by activated T cells and it is required for TH17 differentiation 

(reviewed in [208]). TH17 cells and TH2 cells can cross regulate each other. Since the 

mice in our model received WT T cells, however, there were able to respond to IL-21. 

Thus, we do not think that absence of IL-21R or reduction of TH17 differentiation is 

responsible for increasing the severity of allergic lung disease.  
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             IL-15 regulates NK cell development, and loss of IL-15 or IL-15R results in a 

profound reduction in NK cell numbers [207]. Since γc is required for the formation of 

the IL-15R, γc
-/- mice also show a severe reduction in NK cells [46]. In our study, 

however, we found that in mice lacking γc, the numbers of CD49b+ NK cells in the 

spleen were only reduced by half. A more dramatic reduction was noticed in the lung. 

Different NK markers used by us (CD49b) and others (NK1.1) may be responsible for 

this discrepancy. It has been reported that IL-4 induces IFNγ production in NK cells [205, 

206] and IFNγ is known to suppress TH2 responses. This cytokine can block TH2 cell 

differentiation, as well as activate SOCS proteins, which in turn inhibit IL-4 signaling 

[210]. Since, γc
-/- mice have reduced numbers of NK cells, and since we found reduced 

levels of IFNγ in the BAL and spleen in these mice, we examined whether NK cells were 

responsible for asthma phenotype seen in our model. We found, however, that transfer of 

WT NK cells into γcxRAG2-/- mice did not alter features of allergic lung disease such as 

inflammation, eosinophilia and AAM protein expression. Surprisingly, flow cytometry 

analysis of CD49b+ CD3- NK cells and CD3+ T cells in the spleen showed that both NK 

cells and T cells were producing IFNγ in mice deficient in γc but not in control mice. 

When WT NK cells were provided to γcxRAG2-/- mice, similar results were obtained. 

Transfer of STAT6 deficient NK cells, however, resulted in a substantial increase in IFNγ 

secretion by both the cell types mentioned above.  

          Analysis of CD3+ and CD49b+ cells in the lung also revealed that these cells were 

producing more IFNγ in the γc deficient environment. Further investigation of cytokine 

production by CD4+ T cell subsets showed that apart from IFNγ, these cells were 

producing more IL-5 and IL-13. There was an increase in the percentages of IL-5, IL-13 
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or IFNγ single producers as well as IL-4 & IFNγ, IL-5 & IFNγ or IL-13 & IFNγ double 

producing cells. Thus, these data suggest that the exaggerated asthma response seen in 

mice lacking γc is occurring not due a deficiency in IFNγ secretion. Rather, excessive 

production of this cytokine may be causing the phenotypic differences seen between 

RAG2-/- and γcxRAG2-/- mice. Indeed, local overexpression of IFNγ in the lungs has been 

shown to induce airway inflammation, increase BAL eosinophil counts, and elevate IL-4, 

IL-5 and IL-13 mRNA levels in the lung [215]. The enhanced IFNγ production by T 

cells, however, in is in apparent contradiction to the reduced IFNγ levels detected in the 

BAL and spleen in these mice. The reason for this discrepancy is not known- it could be 

that these CD4+ T cells are consuming more IFNγ, which is reflected in the ELISA data.  

            CD4+CD25+ regulatory T cells are known to suppress TH2 and TH1 cells, 

reducing pathology. We analyzed whether there were reduced numbers of Tregs in 

γcxRAG2-/- mice when compared to RAG2-/- mice. Surprisingly, we found that mice 

lacking γc contained greater numbers of CD4+CD25hi Foxp3+ cells. It is not known at 

present if these Tregs are functional and can effectively suppress TH2 cells.      

             The mechanism by which γc deficiency is linked to enhanced IFNγ and TH2 

cytokine production by T cells is not known, especially since the WT T cells express all 

the γc-related receptor complexes. It is possible that there is defective TH2 priming and 

lineage commitment in the γc deficient environment. Since we are providing a population 

of CD4+ OT-II T cells that have been primed only once in vivo, OVA/alum priming in 

the host after adoptive transfer may be crucial for efficient generation of TH2 cells.  Since 

dendritic cells play an integral role in T cell priming, absence of γc on DCs may be 

causing this effect. We found that the numbers of CD11b+CD11c+ DCs was reduced in 
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γcxRAG2-/- mice. Conversely, increased expression of OX40L was noted in CD11c+ cells 

in these mice. Studies have shown that TSLP can enhance OX40L expression in DCs, 

and induce TH2 priming [25]. Thus the increased OX40L levels in DCs may explain the 

increased production of TH2 cytokines by CD4+ T cells in mice deficient in γc.  The basis 

for the altered DC function in γc deficient mice is unclear. IL-15 signaling in mature DCs 

is required for their survival, upregulation of costimulatory molecules and enhanced 

antigen presentation to CD4+ T cells (reviewed in [208]). IL-4 itself is also a survival 

factor for DCs. Together with GM-CSF it induces DC differentiation from mouse bone 

marrow progenitor cells in vitro [208]. Alternatively, lack of IL-21R on DCs may be 

important. IL-21 produced by activated (antigen stimulated) T cells suppresses antigen 

presentation and cytokine and chemokine secretory functions of DCs. Thus, the absence 

of IL-21 signaling in DCs may prevent this negative signaling loop [216].  

              

4.4 Conclusions 
 
           In summary, these results demonstrate that expression of γc is not required for the 

elicitation of the effector asthma responses such as pulmonary inflammation, recruitment 

of eosinophils and mucus production. In the absence of the Type I R, the Type II R is 

sufficient to mediate these features of allergic lung inflammation. In contrast, AAM 

protein expression in macrophages was partially dependent on the Type I R. Mice 

deficient in γc, however, developed a severe asthma phenotype, with enhanced 

inflammation and eosinophilia when compared to control mice. Increased OX40L 

expression in DCs together with excessive TH2 cytokine and IFNγ production by lung 
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CD4+ T cells may be responsible for the exacerbated the asthma responses seen in γc 

deficient mice. 
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CHAPTER 5: Contribution of IRS-2 to AAM differentiation and allergic lun g 

inflammation 
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5.1 Introduction 
 
          Insulin Receptor Substrate-2 was originally identified as an adapter protein 

involved in insulin signaling [75](reviewed in [217]). Subsequently, it was found that IL-

4 could activate the IRS proteins as well [70]. IL-4 induced activation of the IRS-2-PI3K-

Akt pathway is important for cell survival and proliferation. Due to its role in insulin 

signaling, glucose metabolism and pancreatic β cell function, deficiency of IRS-2 causes 

diabetes in mice [218].  The IRS-2 pathway also regulates reproductive biology [170]. 

Very little is known, however, about the contribution of this pathway in asthma 

pathophysiology. 

          Studies have shown that IRS-2 is partially required for IL-4 induced proliferation 

of CD4+ T cells and secretion of TH2 cytokines in vitro [151]. IRS-2 also regulates 

antibody production by B cells. Serum IgE and IgG1 levels were elevated in IRS-2 

transgenic mice immunized with OVA/alum [152].  The role of the IRS-2 pathway in 

asthma was investigated indirectly by utilizing Y500F mutant mice. These mice have a 

mutation in the I4R region of the IL-4Rα, which prevented docking of IRS-2 to the IL-4 

receptor and blocked IRS-2 phosphorylation [153]. The Y500F mutation impaired T cell 

proliferation but did not affect TH2 cytokine secretion in vitro. Allergen sensitization and 

challenge in F500 mutant mice caused enhanced IgE production, AHR, eosinophilic 

inflammation and mucus production in vivo when compared to WT Y700 mice. 

          We have observed previously that IL-4 induces greater phosphorylation of IRS-2 in 

macrophages, when compared to IL-13 [80]. Absence of the γc chain and the Type I R 

caused a reduction in IL-4 induced phospho-IRS-2 induction as well as AAM gene 

expression, while IL-13 signaling was left intact. This suggested that the Type I R was 
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more potent in activating IRS-2 and that this pathway may be important for AAM 

differentiation and gene expression. Furthermore, the differential induction of AAM 

genes by IL-4 and IL-13 may result from the differential IRS-2 signaling induced by 

these cytokines.  

           Thus, we investigated if IRS-2 deficiency led to impaired AAM gene expression in 

macrophages. Since AAMs secrete many proteins (Arg1, FIZZ1, YM1, BRP-39 and 

chemokines) that have been shown to enhance allergic responses [118, 121, 122, 163, 

164], we also evaluated the role of IRS-2 in allergic lung inflammation by using IRS-2-/- 

mice.   

          

5.2 Results 
 
         The IRS-2 pathway links energy homeostasis to reproductive biology, thus, IRS-2-/- 

mice develop hyperglycemia at 10 weeks of age and full-blown diabetes at 12 weeks. 

Female homozygous IRS-2-/- mice are infertile, while males display reduced fertility. 

Therefore, we bred IRS-2 heterozygous male and female mice. The progeny were 

genotyped and used for performing various experiments. As the IRS-2 mice that we 

obtained were on a mixed B6;129 background, we backcrossed them to the C57BL/6 

background for 10 generations.  

Analysis of IRS-2 and STAT6 phosphorylation in IRS-2 mice 

           Preliminary studies were conducted to assess IRS-2 and STAT6 phosphorylation in 

the IRS-2 mice. Bone marrow derived macrophages (BMM) and splenocytes from IRS-

2+/+, IRS-2+/- or IRS-2-/- mice were stimulated in presence or absence of IL-4. Cells were  
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Figure 23: Analysis of IRS-2 and STAT6 activation in IRS-2-/- mice. BMM cells or 

splenocytes isolated from IRS-2+/+, IRS-2+/- or IRS-2-/- mice were treated with or without 

20 ng/ml IL-4 for 30 mins. Whole cell lysates were prepared and IRS-2 or STAT6 

proteins were immunoprecipitated. Phosphorylated and total IRS-2 or STAT6 was 

detected by western blotting. Representative data from one of three experiments is 

shown. 
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lysed, IRS-2 or STAT6 was immunuoprecipitated, followed by detection of phospho-

tyrosine (PY-20) and IRS-2 or pSTAT6 and total STAT6 by western blotting (Fig. 23). As 

expected, the IRS-2-/- BMM completely lacked IRS-2 protein and its phosphorylated form 

upon IL-4 stimulation. Interestingly, we found a gene-dosage effect, with even the IRS-

2+/- cells expressing lower levels of phosphorylated IRS-2. The lack of any total IRS-2 

protein expression in the heterozygous cells, may be attributed to the fact that the amount 

of protein produced was below the detection limit. In constrast, cells from all the three 

different groups of mice expressed STAT6 as well as its phosphorylated form, when 

treated with IL-4. This is consistent with what is known in the literature: disruption of the 

IRS-2 gene does not impair STAT6 expression and activation [151].  

AAM gene expression in WT and IRS-2-/- macrophages 

            To determine if enhanced phosphorylation of IRS-2 by IL-4 was responsible for 

differences in AAM gene expression induced by IL-4 and IL-13, we analyzed expression 

of characteristic AAM markers. Bone marrow derived macrophages from IRS-2+/+, IRS-

2+/- or IRS-2-/- mice were treated with 100 ng/ml IL-4 or IL-13 for 6 hours or 24 hours. 

Phosphorylation of STAT6 was induced equally by IL-4 and IL-13 at this cytokine 

concentration [80].  Following stimulation of macrophages, cells were lysed, total RNA 

was isolated and converted into cDNA. Relative expression of FIZZ1, YM1, Arg1 and 

Mannose Receptor (MR) mRNA was quantified using real-time PCR. HPRT was used as 

the housekeeping gene. IL-4 or IL-13 elevated FIZZ1 and YM1 mRNA levels (Fig. 24 A 

& B) up to 24 hours. Arg1 and MR expression (Fig. 24 C & D) on the other hand peaked  
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Figure 24: Enhanced AAM gene expression in IRS-2-/- mice. BMMs were isolated 

from IRS-2+/+ (yellow line), IRS-2+/- (blue line) or IRS-2-/- (green line) mice as described 

in Materials and Methods. Cells were stimulated with 100ng/ml IL-4 (filled symbols) or 

IL-13 (hollow symbols) for 6 or 24 hours in vitro. Cells lysates were prepared, total RNA 

isolated and converted into cDNA. Relative expression of FIZZ1 (A), YM1 (B), Arg1 (C) 

and MR (D) mRNA was analyzed using quantitative real time PCR as described in [80]. 

Data represented as fold induction (2-∆∆Ct) relative to unstimulated and HPRT controls.  

Representative data from one of two experiments is shown. 
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at 6 hours and decreased at 24 hours. As seen earlier with WT macrophages [80], IL-4 

was able to induce robust induction of FIZZ1, YM1 and Arg1 transcripts in IRS-2+/+ 

macrophages in contrast to IL-13 (Figure 24). Deficiency of IRS-2 on one (IRS-2+/-) or 

both alleles (IRS-2-/-), however, did not change this differential AAM gene expression. In 

fact, absence of IRS-2 in macrophages led to enhanced expression of FIZZ1, YM1, Arg1 

and MR mRNA by both IL-4 and IL-13. A gene-dosage effect was seen here as well in 

the IRS-2+/- cells in case of FIZZ1 and YM1, but not for Arg1 and MR.  

             These findings suggest that IRS-2 negatively regulates AAM gene expression 

and that the differential phenotype induced by IL-4 vs. IL-13 is not occurring due to IRS-

2 signaling.  

 

Role of IRS-2 in allergic lung inflammation 

                Next we examined the contribution of the IRS-2 pathway to lung 

inflammation and eosinophilia. IRS-2+/+, IRS-2+/- or IRS-2-/- mice were sensitized and 

challenged with Ovalbumin as depicted in Figure 25A. Since IRS-2 is not required for T 

cell development and TH2 differentiation, OVA-specific T cells were not provided 

exogenously to these mice unlike in experiments mentioned in Chapters 3 and 4. 

Immunization of mice with OVA/alum on days 1 and 6 is sufficient for TH2 priming. 

After completion of the asthma protocol, BAL cells were collected, cytospin slides 

prepared and total and differential cell counts were performed. There was a gradual 

increase in the total number of cells (T) recovered from the BAL as each allele of IRS-2 
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Figure 25: Effect of IRS-2 on allergic lung inflammation. The asthma protocol used in 

this study is shown in (A). (B) The total number (T) and percentages of cells, 

macrophages (M), eosinophils (E), lymphocytes (L) and polymorphoneutrophils (P) 

present in the BAL in OVA-sensitized and challenged IRS-2+/+, IRS-2+/- or IRS-2-/- mice 

are represented in the form of bar graphs. * p<0.05. (C) Photomicrographs of H&E 

(panels a-c- 10X; panels d-f- 100X) and PAS (panels g-i- 10X) stained lung sections of 

mice mentioned above. Arrows point areas of inflammation. n=3-4 mice in each group. 

Representative data from one of two independent experiments is shown.  
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was deleted in mice- lowest number of cells were isolated from IRS-2+/+ mice, 

intermediate levels from IRS-2+/- mice and the highest from IRS-2-/- mice (Figure 25B, 

left panel).  The number of macrophages and eosinophils recovered from the BAL in 

these mice followed a similar trend, with significantly greater numbers of these cells 

being present in mice lacking IRS-2 in comparison to the WT controls. The percentages 

of macrophages (M), eosinophils (E), lymphocytes (L) and polymorphoneutrophils (P) 

present in each mouse strain, however, were essentially the same.  

             Allergen sensitization and challenge caused pulmonary inflammation in IRS-2+/+ 

mice, characterized by the presence of pockets of cellular infiltrates around the airways 

and blood vessels (Figure 25C, panels a & d). The enhanced level of BAL cells found in 

the IRS-2-/- mice was reflected in the lung tissue as well. Pronounced peribronchial and 

perivascular cuffing was observed in the lungs of these mice (panel c). As with the BAL 

data, more eosinophils as well as mononuclear cells (macrophages and lymphocytes) 

were present in the cellular infiltrates (panel f). The pathology seen in IRS-2+/- mice was 

intermediate to that of the WT and IRS-2-/- mice (panels b & e). Lung epithelial cells in 

all three mouse strains were producing mucus (panels g-i).  

              The above findings suggest that IRS-2 acts to suppress allergic lung 

inflammation; absence of IRS-2 signaling causes increased recruitment of inflammatory 

cells into the lung, leading to greater lung pathology.  

 

Analysis of cytokine production by WT and IRS-2 deficient mice  

             Since IRS-2 deficiency caused enhanced pulmonary inflammation, we checked if 

the levels of TH2 cytokines were elevated in these mice. The amount of IL-4, IL-5, and  
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Figure 26: Cytokine production by IRS-2+/+, IRS-2+/- and IRS-2-/- mice. Mice were 

sensitized and challenged with Ovalbumin using the protocol described in Fig. 3 and 

Materials and Methods. Levels of IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13 present in the BAL fluid were 

measured by ELISA. Data represented as cytokine concentration in pg/ml ± SEM. n=3-4 

mice in each group. 
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IL-13 present in the BAL fluid was quantified using ELISA. No significant differences in 

cytokine production were detected in IRS-2+/+ mice versus IRS-2+/- and IRS-2-/- mice 

(Figure 26). IFNγ levels in all three mouse strains were below the detection limit (data 

not shown).   

 

Effect of IRS-2 on YM1 and FIZZ1 expression in vivo 

             The AAM gene expression studies in BMM (Figure 24) in vitro had 

demonstrated that absence of IRS-2 led to increased production of YM1 and FIZZ1 

mRNA. Thus, we examined if IRS-2 negatively regulates YM1 and FIZZ1 protein 

expression in the context of allergic lung inflammation in vivo. Immunohistochemical 

(IHC) analysis was performed on serial lung sections from OVA-sensitized and 

challenged IRS-2+/+, IRS-2+/- and IRS-2-/- mice to detect YM1 and FIZZ1 protein 

production by both epithelial cells and macrophages. Epithelial cells from all three mouse 

groups were able to produce YM1 as well as FIZZ1 (Figure 27).  There was no apparent 

difference in expression of these proteins in epithelial cells in WT mice versus mice 

deficient in IRS-2.  

              The in vitro AAM gene expression findings mentioned above were validated 

also in macrophages in vivo.  Slightly greater intensity of YM1 staining in macrophages 

was detected in mice lacking IRS-2 (Figure 28, panel c; dark brown) by IHC than 

macrophages present in WT mice (Figure 28A, panel a; lighter brown). The differences 

in YM1 staining intensity in macrophages was quantified using flow cytometry.  BAL 

cells isolated from IRS-2+/+, IRS-2+/- and IRS-2-/- mice were stained with antibodies to 

CD11b and YM1. In the absence of IRS-2, the proportion of CD11b+ YM1+ cells  
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Figure 27: YM1 and FIZZ1 protein expression in epithelial cells. Serial lung sections 

from OVA-primed and challenged mice described in Figure 26 were subjected to 

immunohistochemical staining using antibodies against YM1 and FIZZ1. 

Photomicrographs (10X and 40X magnification) of YM1 and FIZZ1 stained epithelial 

cells in IRS-2+/+ (panels a-d), IRS-2+/- (panels e-h) and IRS-2-/- mice (panels i-l) are 

shown here. Representative data from one of two experiments is shown. 
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Figure 28: YM1 expression in macrophages in vivo. IRS-2+/+, IRS-2+/- and IRS-2-/- 

mice were subjected to the allergic lung inflammation protocol described in Figure 24. 

(A) YM1 protein expression in lung sections from the above mice was detected using 

IHC. Photomicrographs (100X magnification) of YM1+ macrophages (indicated by 

arrows) from representative lung sections are shown. (B) BAL cells were isolated from 

the three groups of mice, labeled with antibodies against CD11b and YM1 and analyzed 

by flow cytometry. Percentages of CD11b+ YM1+ cells shown as dot plots and mean 

fluorescence intensity (MFI) of YM1 staining (blue) represented in the form of 

histograms. Staining with secondary antibody was used as control (red histogram). 

Representative data from one of two independent experiments is shown. 
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increased from ~70% to >84% (Figure 28B, contour plots). More importantly, the MFI of 

YM1 staining at the single cell level also increased- IRS-2+/+ macrophages had the least 

MFI (1147), followed by IRS-2+/- macrophages (1388) and macrophages isolated from 

IRS-2-/- mice had the highest staining intensity (1570) (Figure 28B, histograms).    

             Similar to the in vitro BMM  results described above, IRS-2 negatively regulates 

AAM protein expression in vivo during allergic lung inflammation. However, absence of 

IRS-2 on epithelial cells has no effect on AAM protein production by these cells.  

 

5.3 Discussion 
 
           Apart from activating the STAT6 signaling pathway, IL-4 and to a lesser extent, 

IL-13, also induce phosphorylation of IRS-2. pIRS-2 acts as an adapter  protein recruiting 

other signaling proteins such as PI3K and Grb-2. The pathways activated by IRS-2 are 

required for IL-4 mediated cell survival and proliferation [76]. Although the role of 

STAT6 in inducing AAM differentiation and allergic lung inflammation has been studied 

extensively, much less is known about the contribution of IRS-2.  

           Previously, we had found that IL-4 elicited strong phosphorylation of IRS-2 and 

AAM gene expression in macrophages in vitro, while IL-13 induced significantly weaker 

responses [80]. Moreover, IL-4 mediated signaling and gene induction was abrogated in 

macrophages lacking the γc chain and the Type I R. Thus in this study, we examined 

whether absence of IRS-2 would suppress IL-4 mediated AAM activation. Contrary to 

our expectations, we found that stimulation of IRS-2-/- macrophages with IL-4 or IL-13 

enhanced expression of all the AAM genes tested, FIZZ1, YM1, Arg1 and Mannose 

Receptor, when compared to WT macrophages. Macrophages isolated from IRS-2+/- mice 
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also expressed elevated levels of FIZZ1 and YM1 mRNA, suggesting that there was a 

gene dosage effect. These findings indicate that IRS-2 negatively regulates AAM gene 

expression.  

          Moreover, the differential effect of IL-4 versus IL-13 in inducing AAM gene 

expression was still observed even in IRS-2 deficient cells. Thus, the reduced AAM 

transcript levels seen in IL-13 stimulated macrophages were not occurring due to reduced 

IRS-2 activation. It is known that the cytoplasmic tail of IL-13Rα1 contains two binding 

sites for STAT3 [219]. Activation of STAT3 occurs only through Type II R signaling 

[220]. Therefore, it is possible that IL-13 mediated activation of STAT3 is dampening 

STAT6 responses induced by this cytokine. Alternatively, enhanced SHP-1 recruitment 

by the Type II R may be responsible for the difference in AAM gene expression induced 

by IL-4 and IL-13. Mutation of the ITIM motif in the IL-4Rα chain resulted in increased 

sensitivity of macrophages to IL-13 mediated AAM activation [221]. As demonstrated 

earlier, the Y709 (WT) BMMs treated with IL-4 led to significantly higher expression of 

AAM genes (Arginase1, Chi3l3) and also Ccl11 in contrast to IL-13. Y709F mutation, 

however, resulted in enhanced STAT6 phosphorylation and led to a dramatic 

amplification of Arginase1, Chi3l3 and Ccl11 genes in response to IL-13, while leaving 

the IL-4 induced responses intact or slightly enhanced [221]. The authors proposed that 

differential recruitment of SHP-1 by the Type I and Type II receptors may be the reason 

for the disproportionate increase in AAM gene expression induced by IL-13. 

            The promoter regions of FIZZ1, YM1 and Arg1 all have STAT6 and C/EBP 

binding domains [98-100]. We and others have shown that STAT6 signaling is essential 

for induction of these AAM proteins (Chapter 3) [222]. Moreover, STAT6 and C/EBP 
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cooperate to induce maximal FIZZ1 and Arg1 gene expression [99, 100]. The reason for 

enhanced induction of AAM genes in absence of IRS-2 is not known at present, 

especially since STAT6 signaling was found to be intact in IRS-2+/- and IRS-2-/- mice. It 

has been reported in the literature that insulin signaling through the IRS-1/2-PI3K-AKT 

pathway leads to suppression of C/EBPβ mediated transactivation of genes [223]. Insulin 

and AKT disrupt interactions between the transactivation domain in C/EBPβ and certain 

coactivator proteins (such as p300/CBP), abgrotaing C/EBP mediated activation of genes. 

Since IL-4 and to some extent IL-13 also utilize the IRS-2-PI3K-AKT pathway, it is 

possible that IL-4/IL-13 suppresses C/EBP as well. Thus, in the absence of IRS-2 more 

C/EBP might be available, which may cause the increased AAM gene expression that we 

observed in IRS-2+/- and IRS-2-/- macrophages (Figure 29).   

             Recently it has been shown that SHIP-1 regulates macrophage differentiation and 

function as well. Bone marrow cells and macrophages isolated from SHIP-1-/- mice were 

more sensitive to IL-4-induced AAM differentiation [224]. Blockade of SHIP-1 

expression in these cells resulted in increased PI3K activity and transcription of STAT6-

dependent AAM genes, such as ArgI [224]. Therefore, it is possible that the absence of 

IRS-2 causes reduced recruitment of SHIP-1, leading to increased activation of PI3K and 

STAT6.  

            Evaluation of the role of IRS-2 in allergic lung inflammation in vivo, also 

indicated that this signaling protein suppresses pulmonary inflammation, eosinophilia and 

YM1 expression in macrophages. Allergen sensitization and challenge in IRS-2-/- mice 

led to a significant increase in the numbers of eosinophils and macrophages present in the 

BAL compared to IRS-2+/+ mice, although the percentages of cells remained the same.  
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Figure 29: Model for IRS-2 induced suppression of AAM gene expression. IL-4 

binding to the Type I R or IL-4/IL-13 signaling through the Type II R (not shown) 

induces phosphorylation of STAT6 and IRS-2. pIRS-2 activates PI3K and AKT. 

Activated STAT6 on the other hand enters the nucleus and increases transcription of 

various genes. The promoter regions of AAM genes, such as FIZZ1, YM1 and Arginase1 

have STAT6 and C/EBP binding domains. STAT6 and C/EBP cooperate together to 

induce maximum AAM gene expression.  1. Similar to that seen in insulin signaling, IL-4 

and/or IL-13 induced IRS-2-PI3K-AKT activation may suppress C/EBP mediated 

transactivation of AAM genes. 2. In the absence of IRS-2, C/EBP transactivation will not 

be suppressed. Thus more C/EBP can bind to the promoter regions of AAM genes and 

enhance gene expression.    
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This suggests that deficiency of IRS-2 causes a general increase in influx of all 

inflammatory cells into the lungs and not just eosinophils. Examination of H&E stained 

lung sections also showed the presence of large numbers of mononuclear cells and 

eosinophils in the cellular infiltrates around the airways and blood vessels. No significant 

differences in IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13 levels, however, were detected in the BAL between 

IRS-2+/+, IRS-2+/- and IRS-2-/- mice. A slight reduction in IL-5 was seen in IRS-2-/- mice, 

which may have been due to increased consumption of this cytokine by eosinophils. The 

enhanced levels of BAL eosinophils in these mice points to this direction. In vitro studies 

in TH2 cells by Wurster and colleagues had indicated that IRS-2 was partially required for 

IL-4 and IL-5 production [151]. Our studies show, however, that in vivo TH2 cytokine 

production can occur independently of IRS-2. 

              The enhanced allergic lung inflammation phenotype seen in mice deficient in 

IRS-2 is consistent with the findings reported by Blaeser et. al. They showed that 

mutation of a critical tyrosine residue in the I4R region to phenylalanine (Y500F) led to 

abrogated IRS-2 phosphorylation and AKT signaling [153]. The 500F mice also 

developed severe inflammation, eosinophilia and AHR in comparison to the Y500 mice. 

Both groups of mice produced similar amounts of TH2 cytokines, though.  

               Similar to the in vitro AAM gene expression data, we found that YM1 protein 

intensity in macrophages was increased in mice lacking either one or both alleles of IRS-

2 in vivo. There was an increase in the number of CD11b+YM1+ cells in the BAL in 

IRS-2+/- and IRS-2-/- mice, upon allergen challenge. This could be a reflection of the 

enhanced macrophage levels detected in the BAL. Levels of FIZZ1 or YM1 proteins in 

epithelial cells in all mice, however, were essentially the same. It is possible that there is 
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a link between the elevated levels of AAM seen in mice deficient in IRS-2 and the 

severity of pulmonary inflammation. Recent reports in the literature suggest that AAM 

can exacerbate asthma responses. YM1 can act as a chemoattractant and recruit 

eosinophils into the lung [121], and it may also be involved in tissue remodeling and 

fibrosis [122]. Apart from YM1, AAM can secrete other factors such as AMCase, BRP-

39 and various chemokines. IL-13 mediated induction of AMCase in macrophages and 

epithelial cells caused TH2 inflammation and AHR, which was abrogated when AMCase 

was neutralized [117]. Alveolar macrophages have been reported to express high levels 

of BRP-39- a chitinase-like protein- during allergic lung inflammation [118]. Moreover, 

antigen-specific TH2 responses, tissue inflammation and fibrosis were significantly 

reduced in mice deficient in BRP-39 [118].   

            

5.4 Conclusions 
 
          Our results clearly show that IRS-2 negatively regulates both AAM gene 

expression in vitro and in vivo. In addition, the elevated numbers of AAM and their 

secreted products may be responsible for increasing the severity of allergic lung 

inflammation in IRS-2 deficient mice.   
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         The incidence of asthma and other allergic diseases has risen sharply over the last 

decade, due to a shift in living habits to a more urban lifestyle. The World Health 

Organization estimates that 300 million people of all ages worldwide suffer from asthma 

and the numbers are projected to rise to 400 million by 2025 [2]. Currently, this disease 

poses a huge burden on the health care system. Thus, it is imperative to better understand 

of the cellular and molecular events involved in asthmatic responses and to develop 

effective treatment strategies. 

           Repeated allergen exposure and sensitization in atopic individuals causes 

enhanced activation of TH2 cells leading to increased production of cytokines IL-4 and 

IL-13. Numerous studies have established that these cytokines orchestrate many features 

of asthma by binding to the Type I or Type II R and activating the STAT6 signaling 

pathway. In this study, we developed a mouse model of asthma in which lymphopenic 

mice received in vivo primed allergen specific WT CD4+ T cells. In vivo activation of 

these T cells following allergen sensitization and challenge, led to increased production 

of IL-4 and development of airway inflammation as well as alternative activation of 

macrophages in mice. This model may be more relevant for studying the 

pathophysiological changes that occur in atopic individuals, as it reproduces the manner 

in which T cells are sensitized in humans.     

            Since IL-4 and IL-13 are key players in inducing asthma, the signaling pathways 

activated by them are major therapeutic targets. Identifying the precise mechanisms by 

which IL-4 and IL-13 mediate their responses in vivo, however, has been difficult 

because these cytokines share receptor complexes. IL-4 and IL-13 can function 

differently during allergic responses. IL-4 is required for TH2 cell differentiation [14]. On 
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the other hand, IL-13 signaling through the Type II R is responsible for eliciting mucus 

hypersecretion and AHR [126, 127]. Recent studies have shown that the differential 

signaling pathways activated by these cytokines and their respective receptor complexes 

may explain these functional differences. IL-4 induced robust phosphorylation of IRS-2 

in macrophages, but IL-13 was less efficient in inducing this response [80]. Activation of 

the IRS-2 pathway by IL-4 was found to be dependent on γc, however, the role of IL-4 

signaling through the Type I R in the effector phase of asthma is still unknown. Here, we 

evaluated the contribution of the Type I R in inducing allergic inflammation and AAM 

protein expression in the lung. Our results show that inflammation, eosinophilia, 

epithelial cell derived mucus, FIZZ1 and YM1 protein expression could take place in the 

absence of γc and the Type I R. However, YM1 production by macrophages was found to 

be partially dependent on this receptor. Thus, in addition to its role in T cell 

differentiation, action of IL-4 through the Type I R clearly regulates AAM protein 

expression in vivo. Since YM1 and other proteins secreted by AAM can induce lung 

fibrosis and collagen deposition, targeting this pathway may be a useful strategy to 

suppress airway remodeling. 

             Current strategies for suppressing TH2 responses in allergic diseases have focused 

on developing blocking monoclonal antibodies or fusion proteins targeting IL-4, IL-13, 

their receptor components or their transcription factors, STAT6 and GATA3. The 

efficacy of a soluble form of the extracellular domain of human IL-4Rα (altrakincept) has 

been tested in clinical trials. Phase II trials showed that this treatment was effective in 

patients with mild to moderate asthma and allowed withdrawal from treatment with 

inhaled corticosteroids [225, 226]. A phase III trial, however, failed to demonstrate the 
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efficacy of altrakincept in asthma treatment.  It was unclear if this was due to reduced 

bioavailability of this drug in patients or if blocking IL-4Rα really did not have any 

effect. Other phase II studies using monoclonal antibodies against human IL-4 or IL-4Rα 

are underway. Since IL-13 is the predominant cytokine that induces mucus prduction and 

AHR, the effectiveness of soluble IL-13 receptors and monoclonal antibodies against IL-

13 or IL-13Rα1 are also being tested (reviewed in [227]). STAT6 is activated by both IL-

4 and IL-13. Thus, antisense and RNA interference based strategies are being explored to 

inhibit STAT6 action in asthma.  Our studies demonstrated that lack of STAT6 or IL-4Rα 

significantly reduced pulmonary inflammation and eosinophil recruitment. Mucus 

production by epithelial cells was also completely abolished. Since WT in vivo primed 

CD4+ T cells were provided to mice deficient in STAT6 or IL-4Rα, these cells were still 

capable of producing TH2 cytokines. Even in the absence of STAT6 or IL-4Rα in cells 

other than T cells, airway inflammation and eosinophilia was observed in these mice. 

AAM differentiation and FIZZ1 and YM1 protein expression on the other hand was 

completely dependent on STAT6 and IL-4Rα. This suggests that other pathways such as 

IL-5 signaling can mediate allergic lung inflammation in the absence of STAT6/IL-4Rα. 

Indeed, studies in mice and non-human primates have established a role for IL-5 in 

modulating eosinophilia during asthma. Humanized monoclonal antibodies against IL-5 

have also been developed for asthma treatment. Although these antibodies were able to 

reduce numbers of circulating eosinophils in clinical trials with asthma patients, 

surprisingly they did not have any effect on asthmatic responses and AHR [228, 229]. 

           Due to the complex nature of asthmatic disorders and the redundancy in function 

of different signaling pathways, it is possible that a single therapy may not be effective in 
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combating all the symptoms. A multi-pronged therapeutic approach blocking pulmonary 

inflammation, eosinophilia, mucus production and AHR may be required. The results we 

obtained using mice deficient in STAT6, IL-4Rα or γc point in this direction. 

Alternatively, since asthma pathogenesis is quite heterogenous in humans, development 

of targeted therapies to treat a specific subset of patients (showing similar clinical 

features) may be more effective. Results from a recent phase II clinical trial for 

monoclonal anti-IL-13 therapy for asthma showed that this treatment significantly 

improved lung function in patients who had high levels of IL-13 before treatment, but 

was less effective in patients with low IL-13 levels [230]. These data illustrate the utility 

of targeted asthma therapies.  

           IFNγ is a TH1 cytokine that can strongly suppress TH2 cell development and 

cytokine production. Subcutaneous injection of recombinant human IFNγ has been tried 

for treating asthma patients, without much effect [231]. In our study, we found that WT 

CD4+ T cells transferred into γc
-/- mice produced more IFNγ as well as TH2 cytokines 

upon allergen sensitization and challenge when compared to control mice. In spite of the 

elevated levels in IFNγ, mice deficient in γc developed exaggerated airway inflammation 

and eosinophilia. Other groups have also shown that presence of IFNγ during an 

established TH2 response results in increased inflammation [215, 232]. Thus, 

administration of IFNγ may not be good therapeutic strategy, especially in chronic 

asthmatics.  

            So far, scientists have mainly focused on the role of IL-4/IL-13 mediated 

activation of STAT6 in asthma. IL-4 and to a lesser extent IL-13, however, can also 

activate the IRS-2-PI3K-AKT pathway. Using IRS-2-/- mice, we show in this study that 
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AAM gene expression (FIZZ1, YM1, Arg1) in macrophages was negatively regulated by 

IRS-2. Allergen sensitization and challenge in IRS-2-/- mice in vivo led to enhanced 

inflammatory responses, inducing more eosinophil and macrophage entry into the lungs. 

Unlike the γc findings, absence of IRS-2 led to increased YM1 production by 

macrophages. Since there were no differences in the quantities of TH2 cytokines in the 

BAL in the two groups of mice, it is possible that the increased numbers of AAM present 

in mice deficient in IRS-2 causes the enhanced allergic lung inflammation phenotype. 

AAM and their products have also been implicated in exacerbating airway remodeling 

and fibrosis. Thus blockade of AAM differentiation may be a novel therapeutic target.  

              Therefore in conclusion, this study delineated the relative contribution of the 

Type I IL-4 R versus the Type II R in asthma pathogenesis. Further, we identified a 

negative regulatory role for IRS-2 in airway inflammation and AAM differentiation and 

gene/protein expression. Further studies are required to identify the basis for the 

differential responses induced by IL-4 and IL-13.  
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